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PREFACE 

Two-Dimensional (2D) Materials are crystalline materials consisting of a single layer of 

atoms with a thickness of a few nanometers or less. 2D- Transition metal dichalcogenide 

(TMDCs) are kind of 2D materials such as MoS2, WSe2, MoTe2, etc. have a tunable bandgap and are 

being investigated experimentally and theoretically using density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations. DFT is a powerful theoretical tool to model the physical, electronic, and optical 

properties of 2D materials. In this thesis work, using DFT calculations, we systematically explore 

the possibility of band structure engineering of 2D monolayers by substitutional doping technique 

using different dopants belonging to 3d, 4d, and 5d groups of the periodic table. Transition metals 

(TM) are a popular choice of substitutional dopants in TMDCs material. Our results suggest that 

the V, Nb, and Ta dopants are only potential p-type dopants, and Re is an n-type dopant for 

the WSe2 monolayer. In this work, we investigated the band structure, projected density of states 

(PDOS), and optical spectra of TM- doped 2D semiconductor monolayers such as WSe2, and Al-

doped g-ZnO (g-AZO) modulated by biaxial strain. We theoretically investigated the 

electronic structure and optical properties of Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer by applying 

biaxial tensile and compressive strain. We also investigated the strain-dependent behaviour of 

formation energy (Eform) for Nb, Ta, V, and Re doped-WSe2 monolayer using DFT calculations. 

Further, we systematically studied the strain-dependent doping behavior and optical absorption of 

the g-AZO monolayer under the application of strain (εxy) by using Hybrid-DFT calculations. It is 

observed that Strain engineering can be used to enhance doping concentration in 2D 

semiconductors which is useful in optoelectronic device applications. 

The 2D materials-based heterostructures are highly explored by the device community 

due to their atomically thin nature, large surface area, and various degrees of freedom. The 

application of 2D heterostructure mainly depends upon the atomic commensurability, interlayer 

interaction, charge transfer between constituent 2D materials, and particularly band alignment 

when heterostructure is formed. Therefore, in this work, we systematically investigated the 

modulation of electronic structure and optical spectra of GaTe/MoTe2 van der Waals (vdWs) 

heterostructure using Hybrid-DFT calculations. Currently, electronic devices based on these 2D 

TMDCs materials with Silicon are at the forefront of current research due to their potential 

applications as p-n junctions, solar cells, LEDs, photodetectors, and photovoltaic cells. A 

promising approach is to combine two high-performance materials to create a mixed-dimensional 

heterostructure that performs beyond existing technologies and enables very high sensitivity, low-

cost production, and high photodetection gain. A fabricated 2D-0D-3D broadband 

photodetector shows an excellent rectifying nature with a good rectifying ratio and high 

photoresponse and fast transient time with significant optoelectronics applications.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_cell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LED
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photodetector
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Chapter 1 
 

INTRODUCTION AND BASIC CONCEPT BEHIND 

THE THESIS 

1.1  Introduction of Two-Dimensional (2D) Materials: 

      2D Materials are crystalline materials consisting of a single layer of atoms with a 

thickness of a few nanometers or less. Graphene was the first 2D material discovered in the 

year 2004 by mechanical exfoliation from graphite using the scotch tape method [1-4]. In 2D 

materials, electrons can move freely in two dimensions, but their motion is restricted in the 

third dimension. The 2D materials family consists of Graphene, Black phosphorus (BP), 

hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), Transition Metal Dichalcogenides (TMDCs), Metal 

monochalcogenides (MMCs), 2D oxides and MXenes, etc. [5-9]. Among these materials, 

Graphene has zero band gap energy due to which it behaves as a semimetal [10]. Insulating 

hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is an insulator [11]. BP has a lower effective mass than 

TMDC due to which it has a high ON current [12]. Despite having the above advantages, BP 

shows less stability as compared to TMDCs. The semiconducting TMDC materials (MoS2, 

WSe2, WS2, SnSe2, etc.) have a tunable bandgap which is attractive for optoelectronics 

applications [13]. Due to the tunable bandgaps of TMDCs, it shows semiconducting 

properties as well, like Silicon (Si) and Germanium (Ge). 2D metal oxides have attracted its 

attention due to their ultra-thin nature, high air stability, and high environment-friendly 

synthesis, such as ZnO, MoO2, Sb2O3, etc. induces various application in the field of 

optoelectronics, sensing, and electrochemical storage [14-16]. 2D- MMC semiconductors 

such as InSe, GaTe, GaS, etc. have emerging applications in the nanoelectronics field due to 

their layer-dependent tunable bandgap, high mobility, and quantum emission [16-18]. 2D 

materials have emerging applications in the nanoelectronics industry such as photodetectors, 

sensing, spintronics, ultrafast lasers, batteries, supercapacitors, and thermoelectric etc. [19, 

20]. Fig.1.1 shows the schematic of the 2D materials family including the main popular 

components of 2D materials such as Graphene, TMDCs, BP, h-BN, 2D oxides and MMC 

family as discussed above. 
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Fig. 1.1 Schematic illustration  showing popular  2D materials family 

          

1.1.1 Graphene 

      The very first discovered 2D material was Graphene which is a combination of carbon 

atoms arranged in a hexagonal honeycomb lattice structure as shown in Fig. 1.2. It has zero 

band gap energy with semi-metal structure linear band dispersion joining at the Fermi level of 

K points in the Brillouin zone. Graphene is composed of hexagonally arranged sp2 hybridized 

atoms that have extraordinary strength and optical properties, excellent carrier mobility 

(15,000 cm2V−1s−1), and high thermal conductivity [1][21, 22]. Graphene's exceptional 

properties and single-layer atomic structure allow it to be used in a wide variety of field-

effect transistors (FETs), photodetectors, flexible composite materials, and storage of energy 

precise sensors.  

 

 
Fig. 1.2 Schematic of 2D hexagonal honeycomb-like graphene structure 
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1.1.2 Transition metal dichalcogenide (TMDCs)        

TMDCs are a kind of 2D material consisting of a single layer of atoms with a 

thickness of a few nanometers or less [13, 23, 24]. TMDCs monolayers are atomically 

thin semiconductors of the type MX2, where M is a transition metal atom (Mo, W, Sn, etc.) 

and X is a chalcogen atom (S, Se, or Te). One layer of the M atom is sandwiched between 

two layers of X atoms [2][25]. One of the biggest advantages of TMDCs material is their 

tunable band gap, they have an indirect band gap in the bulk form whereas in monolayer form 

the gap becomes direct and is located in the K points [26]. They have high carrier mobilities, 

the absence of dangling bonds, high crystallinity, and good thermal stability [13, 27]. This 

varying band gap in TMDCs is accompanied by strong photoluminescence (PL) and 

large exciton binding energy [28, 29]. The bandgap of TMDCs material changes with their 

thickness which allows the detection of light at different wavelengths. Other than tunable 

optical band gap, TMDCs have various advantages such as strong light-matter interactions, 

high exciton binding energy [30], and large specific surface area due to reduced 

dimensionality [31, 32]. TMDC semiconductors such as MoS2, WS2, MoSe2, WSe2, etc. have 

attracted significant attention for future optoelectronic applications owing to their unique 

electrical [33], optical [34], and mechanical properties [35, 36]. Nowadays, electronic devices 

based on these 2D TMDCs materials with silicon (Si) are at the forefront of current research 

due to their potential applications as p-n junctions, solar cells, light-emitting Diodes 

(LEDs), photodetectors, and photovoltaic cells. The geometrical side and top view of TMDCs 

monolayer has been shown in Fig. 1.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.3 shows (a) the Geometrical side view of monolayer TMDCs (b) the Hexagonal structure (top view) of 

monolayer TMDC materials, where M is a transition metal atom and X is chalcogenides materials 

 

 

 

(b) (a) 

M 

X 
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1.1.3 Metal monochalcogenides (MMCs)        

MMCs having the chemical formula of MX, where M = Ga, In, and Sn, etc. and X = 

Te, Se, S, etc.) have been grown as popular 2D materials due to their low-cost, eco-friendly, 

and anisotropic electronic and optical properties [18, 37, 38]. They have good chemical 

stability, bandgap tunability, high carrier mobility, and polarization properties [39, 40]. 

MMCs have various applications in the field of field effect transistors (FETs), photovoltaic 

cells, photocatalysis, and optoelectronics devices [41-43]. In 2019, C. Ren et. al. [44] 

reported the electronic properties and band alignment of group III monochalcogenides 

(MIIIX) which includes GaS, GaSe, GaTe, and InSe, etc. are useful in nanoelectronics, 

photocatalysis, and photovoltaics application. MIIIX monolayers are indirect-bandgap 

semiconductors and they have interesting properties of band convergence. There are many 

systematic studies reported on the possibility of forming type-II heterostructures by 

combining MIIIXs with other popular 2D semiconducting materials, including MoS2, MoTe2, 

WS2, WTe2, black phosphorene (BlackP) and graphene, etc. which are very useful for 

optoelectronics and photocatalysis applications [45-48]. The geometrical side and top view of 

the MMCs monolayer has been shown in Fig. 1.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.4 a) Geometrical side view of monolayer Metal monochalcogenides (MMC) structure (b) the Hexagonal 
structure (top view) of monolayer MMC, where M represents a group III element and X represents a chalcogen 
atoms 
 

1.2 Doping of 2D Materials 

        Doping is the intentional introduction of impurities into intrinsic semiconductor 

materials, used to increase the number of mobile electrons/holes [49]. For doping in 2D 

materials, mainly three types of doping techniques are studied by researchers across the world 

such as adsorption doping  [50-53], substitutional doping [54-56], and charge transfer method 

[57, 58]. In 2D materials, impurities doping, adatom adsorption, and charge transfer are 

possible because of their high surface area. Intrinsic monolayer 2D materials have low free 

charge density, low standby power dissipation, and drive current [59]. The doping 

M 

(b) 
(a) 

X 
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concentration of 2D materials can be enhanced by the substitution of suitable impurities or 

the adsorption of surface adatoms. In 2013, Dolui et. al. [53] reported the doping strategies of 

MoS2 monolayers with possible dopants by substitution of S/Mo atoms or as adsorbents for 

device applications. In 2014, Rastogi et. al. [60] reported a systematic study on MoS2 

monolayer by surface adsorption of different atoms. Sun et. al. [61] investigated the 

electronic and optical properties of ZnO monolayer doped with different concentrations of 

Al, Ga, and In atoms. 

Types of doping methods: 

(a) Substitutional doping  

(b) Adsorption doping effect  

(c) Charge transfer method 

 
(a) Substitutional doping:  

Substitutional doping can be considered the best doping technique in Si because it 

provides long-term stability without degrading the performance and controllability of the 

doping level [62]. Substitutional doping is the key to modulating the conductivity of 2D 

materials, enabling their electronic devices for future applications [23, 63-66]. It can be done 

through direct synthesis and post-treatment methods like chemical vapor deposition (CVD), 

solvothermal methods, etc. [67, 68]. Therefore homogeneous doping is possible via the 

Substitutional doping method. Typically, in substitutional doping, atoms of the host metal are 

replaced by foreign (dopant) atoms. When the host atom replaces by a dopant atom, an 

internal strain induces due to the size differences between the host and the dopant [69]. 

Fig. 1.5 shows a schematic of the substitutional doping of dopants in Place of the W (host) 

atom in the WSe2 monolayer. 

 
Fig. 1.5 Schematic of substitutional doping method 
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To analyze the stability of dopants in 2D materials, the formation energy (Eform) is calculated, 

which is given by the following relation [70-72].  

The formation energy of a particular substitutional dopant, Eform, is defined as 

𝐸 =  𝐸  [𝑊𝑆𝑒 + 𝑋] − 𝐸 [𝑊𝑆𝑒 ] + µ − µ                                           (1.1) 

Where, 𝐸  [𝑊𝑆𝑒 + 𝑋]is the total energy of the system including the substitutional atom X, 

Etot [WSe2] is the total energy of the corresponding pristine WSe2 monolayer, while µX and 

µhost are respectively the chemical potentials of the substitutional atom X and the substituted 

W (Se) host atom. The chemical potentials of the X dopants are calculated concerning bulk 

reference levels for W (Se) substitution. When the system has more negative energy that 

means the system is more stable.   

 

(b) Adsorption doping effect:  

      Adsorption is a physical process in which the accumulation of a molecule happens 

from a substance when it interacts with the surface of the adsorbent [50, 73, 74]. It is a low-

temperature exothermic process [75]. In this process, the molecules are loosely held on the 

surface and can be easily removed. Fig. 1.6 shows the schematic of the adsorption doping 

method where the dopant adsorped at the Se site. There are two types of adsorption processes 

such as physisorption and chemisorption which corresponds to weak van der Waals forces 

and covalent bonding respectively.  

The binding energy for an adsorbate 𝐸  can be written as [60] 

𝐸 =  𝐸  [𝑊𝑆𝑒 + 𝑌] − 𝐸 [𝑊𝑆𝑒 ] + 𝐸 [𝑌]                                    (1.2) 

Where 𝐸  [𝑊𝑆𝑒 + 𝑌] refers to the total energy with adsorbate atom Y,  𝐸 [𝑌] is the 

energy of the adsorbate Y in its bulk form. 

 

 
Fig. 1.6 Schematic of adsorption doping method 
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(c) Surface charge transfer doping (SCTD): 

      Charge-transfer doping has been done by thermal deposition of organic or inorganic 

layers of thin film on the top of the 2D semiconductors [76]. The charge transfer amount is 

determined by the intrinsic properties of the dopant molecules such as relative frontier orbital 

positions and their spin configurations [58]. SCTD involves the physisorption of dopants (e.g. 

Al2O3) on the surface of 2D materials as shown in Fig. 1.7, which induces a charge transfer 

across the surface/dopant interface [77]. 2D TMDC materials have a large surface-to-volume 

ratio which makes them highly sensitive to the surface-attached dopants. SCTD is a 

comparatively non-destructive process. In SCTD, the selection of materials for dopants is 

diverse by molecular reductants (oxidants) for n (p)-type doping because of their high 

molecular degree of freedom [78]. Therefore, several studies reported on molecular SCTD in 

2D material-based electronic devices for reducing contact resistance and controlling the 

carrier type for complementary logic applications [79, 80].  

 
Fig. 1.7 Schematic of Charge transfer method 

 

1.3 Formation of Heterostructures 

       Heterostructures are formed between two dissimilar semiconductor materials of 

different bandgaps and lattice constants, and the first successful heterojunction structure of 

Ge/GaAs was developed by Anderson in 1960 [81]. He established the well-known Anderson 

model to determine the energy band diagram of heterojunctions at the interface for the 

prediction of the current flow [81]. The Anderson model was based on the assumption of the 

ideal heterojunctions where the interface states are assumed to be zero at the interface and 

current transport occurs by injection of carriers over the band offsets into the quasi-neutral 

region of the semiconductors [81].  
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Heterostructures have namely three types of band alignment depending on the valance band 

and conduction band of the two different semiconductors as given below:  

(i) Type I or Straddled alignment,  

(ii)  Type II or Staggered alignment,  

(iii)  Type III or Broken gap alignment.   

1.3.1 Type I or Straddled alignment: 

       When the band gap of one material overlaps with the other band gap material, the 

narrower band gap is enclosed within the wider band gap [45, 82]. In this case, EV2>EV1 and 

EC1>EC2, and the signs of band offsets for the two bands are opposite. E.g. WS2/PtS2 [82], 

GaTe/MoTe2 [45], MoS2/ReS2 [83] etc. The schematic diagram of type-I band alignment has 

been shown in Fig. 1.8. 

 

 
Fig. 1.8 Type 1 Straddled band alignment of heterostructures  

 
 

1.3.2 Type II or Staggered alignment: 
         The band gap of one semiconductor material entirely overlaps with the other band gap 

of the material with EV2>EV1, EC2>EC1, and ∆EC<Eg1. In this case, the band offsets have the 

same sign. Both the conduction band edge and valance band edge of one material are lower 

than the equivalent band edges of other material. E.g. GaTe/MoS2 [47], MoS2/WS2 [84], 

MnPSe3/MoTe2 [85], InSe/WTe2 [86] etc. The Type II band alignment has been shown in 

Fig. 1.9. 

Type II band alignment is very important for optoelectronic and light harvesting applications 

due to their unique ability to separate and collection of electron-hole (e--h+) pairs [87]. There 

are many works reported on type-II “staggered gap” band alignment of 2D-heterostructures 

which can imply the electrons and holes into two different layers of materials for 

optoelectronics application [46, 47, 85, 86, 88].  
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Fig. 1.9 Type II Staggered band alignment of heterostructure 

 
We can calculate the Conduction band (ΔEC) and Valence band (ΔEV) offsets by using the 

following equations: 

𝛥𝐸 = 𝜒 − 𝜒           (1.3) 

Where χ is the electron affinity of the materials. 

𝛥𝐸  +  𝐸  =  𝛥𝐸  +  𝐸      

So,  𝛥𝐸  =  𝛥𝐸 − 𝛥𝐸           (1.4) 

 
1.3.3 Type III or Broken gap alignment: 

        In this kind of band alignment, the band gap of one material does not overlap with the 

other band gap of material because EV1>EV2, EC1>EC2, and ∆EC>Eg1. In this case, the band 

offsets have the same sign [89]. Both the conduction band edge and valance band edge of one 

material are separately lower than the band edges of the other material. E.g. MoTe2/SnSe2 

[90], WTe2/HfS2 [91], etc.  

The schematic diagram of type III band alignment has been shown in Fig. 1.10. 

 
Fig. 1.10 Type III Broken gap alignment of heterostructures 
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1.4 Role of External Factors on 2D Materials 

      The electronic structure and optical properties of 2D materials can be modulated by 

various external factors such as mechanical strain, external electric field, twist angle, etc. [45, 

92, 93]  Here, in our thesis work, we will discuss mainly two external factors such as biaxial 

strain and External electric field in detail. 

 

1.4.1 Mechanical Strain 

  Mechanical strain (ε) is a geometrical measurement of distortion or deformation in a 

material, which represents the relative displacement between particles in a material system 

when it is subjected to applied mechanical stress [40, 94, 95].  

The magnitude of ε is defined as ε = (a0 - a)/a × 100%, where a and a0 are the lattice 

constants of the unstrained and strained materials, respectively. The four different types of 

strain are longitudinal strain, lateral strain, volumetric strain, and shear strain. 

Longitudinal strain is expressed as the ratio of change in length (ΔL) to the original 

length (L) of the material.  

ε = Strain = 
  

 
    =            (1.5) 

It measures how much a material elongates or shortens along its length when it is subjected to 

tensile or compressive stress, respectively. When longitudinal strain is positive, the material 

is elongated and it is known as tensile strain. Whereas; if the longitudinal strain is negative, 

the material is compressed and it is known as compressive strain. In our work, we focused 

on the modulation of electronic and optical properties of 2D materials by applying biaxial 

tensile and compressive strain [55, 96, 97]. Fig. 1.11 shows the schematic of 2D materials 

under biaxial tensile and compressive strain.  

        The 2D semiconductors have outstanding stretchability and resilience to mechanical 

deformations of the order of 10-11%, while traditional semiconductors break at a small value 

of deformations of ~ 1.5 % [98-100]. The application of strain to modulate the electronic [36, 

56, 101, 102], optical [98, 103, 104], and magnetic [105, 106] properties of 2D 

semiconductors are well explored in the 2D materials community. Due to applying strain, the 

original state of atomic bonding changes by stretching or shortening the distance of chemical 

bonds [107]. As a result, the electronic structure of the material is reformed, and a series of 

new properties emerge [36, 100, 108]. 
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Fig. 1.11 Schematic of 2D materials under (a) biaxial tensile strain (b) biaxial compressive strain 

1.4.2 External Electric Field  

          When an electric field surrounds the electrically charged particles and exerts force on 

all other charged particles in the field,  by either attracting or repelling them [109]. External 

Electric field (Eext) can be applied to a given materials system in various ways and 

considered as an electric property related to each point. There are several studies reported on 

the modulation of electronic and optical properties of 2D materials with the application of 

Eext [110, 111]. Fig. 1.12 shows 2D bilayer materials under an external electric field.  

 
Fig. 1.12 Schematic of 2D bilayer material under External Electric Field 

1.5 Synthesis of 2D Materials  

The route of synthesis processes of 2D materials has been categorized into two 

methods: (a) top-down methods and (b) bottom-up methods. Top-down methods involve the 

formation of one or a few atomic layers of 2D nano-sized particles by breaking down the bulk 

material using external energy [13, 112]. Top-down methods consist of Micromechanical 

exfoliation, chemical or liquid exfoliation, laser ablation and thinning, etching, sputtering, 

and electron beam lithography [113]. On the other hand, bottom-up methods are the process 

in which materials are deposited on a substrate via thermal and/or chemical reactions to 

synthesize 2D nanostructures [114, 115]. Bottom-up methods include solvothermal and 

hydrothermal methods, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), sol-gel method, and Soft and hard 
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templating methods which are used to synthesize 2D nanostructures [116]. This section will 

discuss the different synthesis processes for 2D nanostructures. 

1.5.1 Micromechanical Exfoliation (MME) 

         The MME process was first discovered by Geim and Novoselov in 2004 [117]. The 

Graphene monolayer was first time exfoliated from graphite peeled off by scotch tape and 

placed on the surface of the photoresist [118]. There are various materials reported by the 

scotch tape method such as MoS2 [119], and WS2 [120] monolayers, and cleavage of these 

materials are possible because of weak van-der walls attraction. Mechanical exfoliation is not 

a suitable method for industrial-scale production of monolayer materials because the majority 

of the flakes are smaller than 20 m in diameter although it has high speed and low loss. The 

monolayer formed by this method is highly crystalline and retains its structural integrity due 

to a lack of chemical interaction. This monolayer can be stable at ambient temperatures for 

months [13]. 

1.5.2 Liquid Exfoliation  

         Liquid exfoliation can produce mono or a few layers of 2D materials on a large scale 

such as MoSe2, MoTe2, BN, WSe2, and MoS2, etc. [121, 122]. This method is classified into 

four types: oxidation, ion exchange, ultrasonic cleavage, and intercalation [123]. Graphene 

oxide can be synthesized via the oxidation method by treating graphite flakes with potassium 

permanganate, potassium chlorate, nitric acid, sulfuric acid, or a mixture of these acids [124]. 

The oxidation method is also known as the Hummers method [125]. In liquid exfoliation, 

oxidative form is preferable for layered materials with low reduction potential. Ultrasonic 

cleavage is another method of liquid exfoliation for obtaining single- or few-layered 2D 

materials. In this method, the bulk materials consisting of weak interlayer bonding have been 

dispersed in a suitable solvent followed by ultrasonication for 1-3 hrs, the cavitation bubbles 

are formed in the solvent as a result of high-energy ultrasonic waves. Then the layered 

exfoliation is performed by bursting of cavitation bubbles via releasing the pressure and then 

the crystals are separated using centrifugation. The intercalation technique works very well 

with TMDCs and Graphene. In this method, interlayer force is reduced because of the 

intercalation of ionic or organic molecules which results in lower energy required for 

exfoliation [126]. 
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1.5.3 Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) 

         CVD is a bottom-up technique that allows 2D thin film synthesis on a large-scale 

substrate with uniform thickness and makes it suitable for optoelectronics and electronic 

device applications [127, 128]. In this process, gas molecules are combined in a reaction 

chamber at ambient temperature and when it comes into contact with the substrate, a gaseous 

reaction occurs that creates a material film deposited on the substrate surface. Then the waste 

gases have been pumped out from the reaction chamber. The quality of the resulting materials 

is very high, pure, and fine-grained. CVD is the finest process of film deposition on 

substrates for application in the semiconductor industry as well as the optoelectronics field 

[68, 128, 129]. The precursors that have been chosen for the CVD method should have high 

purity, volatility, cost-effectiveness, high stability, and non-hazardous nature. There are most 

recent developments of CVD synthesis of 2D nanostructured MoS2 sheets on an oxidized 

silicon substrate published in several studies [130, 131]. Other 2D materials produced using 

CVD techniques include TiS2 [132], VSe2 [133], WSe2 [134], WS2 [135], MoSe2 [136] 

nanostructures, etc. 

1.5.4 Hydrothermal and Solvothermal synthesis method 

          The hydrothermal method is the synthesis of single crystals from an aqueous solution 

in an autoclave under high temperature and pressure. Due to the harsh conditions, this method 

is only suitable for precursors that can withstand them. It is a liquid medium bottom-up 

synthesis process that produces 2D layered nanostructured materials deposited on substrates 

via chemical reactions [114]. When water is used as a medium, the synthesis is referred to as 

hydrothermal. The solvothermal method is a synthesis method that can be done via a 

chemical reaction of precursors in the presence of a solvent in a closed system at a 

temperature higher than the boiling temperature of the solvent. It is a low-cost scalable 

chemical synthesis technique. For example, single-layered MoSe2 and MoS2 nanostructures 

were created by chemically reacting Se/S with (NH4)6Mo7O244H2O (ammonium molybdate) 

in hydrazine monohydrate solution for 48 hours at 150–180°C [137]. Metal chloride in 

oleylamine was used to create 2D nanostructures of TMDCs (groups IV and V) [138]. The 

selenium (Se), sulfur (S), or compounds CS2 are used as chalcogen sources in this process. 

There are various types of 2D nanostructures of TMDCs (MoS2, WSe2, WS2, etc.) like 

nanosheets, nanorods, and quantum dots, etc. can be produced via hydrothermal and 

solvothermal methods [115, 139, 140].  
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1.6 Characterization Methods  

       Spectroscopy techniques have been used to characterize nanomaterials as well as 

other materials for a long time in the chemical, biological, and engineering fields. In our 

work, we have used some most effective spectroscopy methods for characterizing various 

nanomaterials of various dimensional such as 0D/1D/2D/3D. These techniques are used to 

provide important information about the chemical structure and properties of nanomaterials. 

Spectroscopy techniques are used jointly with various microscopy techniques to provide a 

comprehensive picture of the nanomaterials.  

 

1.6.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM):  

        Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a microscopy technique in which an 

electron beam is passed through an ultra-thin specimen less than 100 nm [141]. Interaction of 

electrons happens when it passes through the specimen and it produces a magnified image 

that is focused on a layer of photographic sensor like a CCD camera. This interaction 

between the electrons and the specimen atoms can be observed in various features like crystal 

structure, grain boundaries, and chemical analysis. TEM has a very high-resolution limit of 

0.2 um because it can magnify a small particle of about 2-3 nm. Fig. 1.13 shows the internal 

configuration of Transmission Electron Microscopy. TEM is used to operate with an electron 

beam which focuses on the specimen and produces an image whereas a light microscope uses 

light rays to focus and produce an image. TEM has been used to study material composition, 

growth of layers, surface image, and thickness. Their working mechanism is enabled by the 

high-resolution power, allowing it to be used in a wide range of fields. It has three working 

parts, which are as follows: 

 The electron gun 

 Image producing system 

 Image recording system 
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Fig. 1.13 Internal Configuration of  Transmission Electron Microscopy; Reproduced from Ref. [141] 

 
1.6.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM):   

        A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a microscopy technique which uses to 

produce an image by focusing electron beams on the surface. When the electrons interact 

with the sample, it produces a variety of signals which use to give information about the 

topography and composition of the surface and crystalline structure. The data has been 

collected over a specific area of the sample's surface and provides a 2D image. SEM analysis 

has been useful in determining chemical compositions, crystalline structure, and orientations 

and it has a wide range of scanning modes from 1 cm to 5 microns [142]. Fig. 1.14 shows the 

structure of SEM. The following are the main SEM components: 

 Electron generator 

 Electrons travel down a column using electromagnetic lenses. 

 Electron detector 

 Sample chamber 

 Computer and display to view the images  
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Fig. 1.14 Structure of Scanning Electron Microscopy; Reproduced from Ref.  [142] 

 

1.6.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM): 

        AFM is a very high-resolution scanning probe microscopy on the order of fractions of 

nanometers, 1000 times better than the optical diffraction limit. AFM is used to produce 

images with atomic resolutions of 10-10 m, or one-tenth of a nanometer used in the field of 

polymers to investigate the surface properties of a polymer sample. AFM system includes 

various components such as a micro-cantilever with a probe, a motion detection device, a 

feedback loop for monitoring micro-cantilever motion, a piezoelectric ceramic scanning 

device for sample scanning, and a computer-controlled image acquisition, display, and 

processing system. AFM detects very weak interatomic interactions between the sample 

surface and the probe tip to study the surface structure and properties of the sample. The 

principle of AFM operation is to fix one end of a micro cantilever, which is extremely 

sensitive to the weak force, while the other end of the cantilever is situated in the probe which 

is close to the sample [143]. Once this is accomplished, a very weak force exists between the 

probe's tip atom and the atoms of the sample surface, which can be either repulsive or 

attractive. The magnitude of this force alters the deformation or motion state of the micro 

cantilever. Sensors detect these changes and obtain force distribution information when the 

sample is scanned, allowing the user to obtain surface structure information with nanometer 

resolution. Fig. 1.15 shows the working principal of AFM schematically and Fig. 1.16 shows 

the three basic working modes of AFM. The AFM scanner can move in three directions: X, 

Y, and Z. While the X and Y directions vary depending on the scanner; the vertical Z 
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direction is typically limited to a few microns. Simultaneously, the morphology of the 

scanning area sample can be obtained by reconstructing the position of the piezoelectric 

ceramic scanning tube in the Z and X-Y planes. AFM's force-distance curve reflects the 

quantitative force between the tip and the sample. AFM can measure the nano-indentation of 

micro-regions using corresponding probes equipped with dedicated software, and force-

displacement curves drawn on this basis [144] which can be used for the quantitative 

measurement of a material's elastic modulus, adhesion, and stiffness. During the test, each 

force curve is saved for later quantitative analysis [145]. 

 
Fig. 1.15 AFM working principles are depicted schematically. The AFM probe is a micro-cantilever with a 

sharp tip at one end. The tip's monomolecular point enables nanometer resolution imaging, and the micro-

cantilever is a force sensor capable of detecting even minute deformation of a sample, enabling very high 

sensitivity AFM in force measurements; Reproduced from Ref. [145] 

 

 
Fig. 1.16 Three basic working modes of AFM (a) In contact mode the probe is always slightly in contact with 

the sample and scanned in a constant force mode. (b) In the non-contact mode, the tip of the needle always 

vibrates on the surface of the sample, but it is never in contact with the sample. The scanning detector detects 

long-range forces such as van der Waals force or electrostatic forces that do not damage the imaged 

sample. (c) In the tapping mode, the microcantilever is subjected to stress vibration near its resonant frequency, 

and the oscillating needle tip gently strikes the surface of the sample, intermittently making contact with it; 

Reproduced from Ref. [145]. 
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1.6.4 X-ray Diffraction (XRD): 

         XRD is a technique used in materials science to determine the crystallographic 

structure of the material, atomic spacing, and phase identification. It also provides 

information on the difference between the actual structures and the ideal structure due to 

internal stresses and defects. XRD analysis provides the identification of materials based on 

their diffraction pattern. The working principle of XRD is based on the interaction of the 

monochromatic X-rays with a crystalline sample and to produce a constructive interference if 

the condition of Bragg's Law is satisfied (ոλ = 2d sinθ) [146]. These monochromatic X-rays 

have been generated from a cathode ray tube and filtered to monochromatic radiation which 

is collimated before being directed towards the sample. Fig. 1.17 shows the principle of 

Bragg’s Law. 

 
 
 

 
 

                                              θ                          2θ   
   
   
  
 

                                                      2d sin θ 
 

Fig. 1.17 Bragg’s Law 
 

X-ray diffractometers are made up of three basic components: an X-ray tube, a sample 

holder, and an X-ray detector. The intensity of the reflected X-rays is measured as the sample 

and detectors are rotated. This X-ray signal is recorded and processed by a detector and then 

produces a device output as a count rate. An X-ray diffractometer's geometry is such that the 

sample rotates at an angle θ in the path of the collimated X-ray beam, while the X-ray 

detector is mounted on an arm to collect the diffracted X-rays and rotates at an angle of 2θ. A 

goniometer is an instrument used to maintain the angle and rotate the sample. For typical 

powder patterns, data is collected at 2θ angles ranging from 5° to 70°, which are predefined 

in the X-ray scan [147]. 
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1.6.5 UV-Vis Spectroscopy:  

         UV-Vis Spectroscopy is the measurement of electromagnetic radiation absorbed or 

emitted when molecules, atoms, or ions in a sample change energy state. It is a type of 

absorption spectroscopy in which incident light has been absorbed by molecules in the ultra-

violet-visible region (200-800 nm) where electrons are excited from the ground state to a 

higher energy state [148]. The principle of absorption has been followed by Beer's Law. 

When light has been absorbed by matter, the energy consists of the atoms or molecules with 

electrons or non-bonding electrons that have been increased and excite these electrons to 

higher anti-bonding molecular orbitals. The longer the wavelength of light that electrons can 

absorb, the more easily they can be excited. There are four types of transitions (π–π*, n–π*, 

σ–σ*, and n–σ*) which can be ordered as follows: σ–σ* > n–σ* > π–π*> n–π* [148]. The 

absorption of ultraviolet light by a chemical compound produces a distinct spectrum that 

helps in the identification of the compound and provides information about the concentration 

of the sample. UV-Vis spectroscopy is an analytical technique that compares the number of 

discrete wavelengths of UV or visible light absorbed by or transmitted through a sample to a 

reference or blank sample. UV spectrometer includes a light source, excitation 

monochromator, sample and reference cells, detector, amplifier, and recording devices [149]. 

Fig. 1.18 shows the block diagram of UV-Vis spectroscopy. 

 

 

Fig. 1.18 Block diagram of UV-Vis Spectroscopy includes a light source, monochromator, sample and reference 

cells, detector, and data output.  

1.6.6 Photoluminescence (PL) Spectroscopy 

          Photoluminescence spectroscopy is a nondestructive, contactless process of analyzing 

the electronic structure of materials. In this process, when photo-excitation light is incident 

onto a sample, it dissipates excess energy by emitting light which is known as 

photoluminescence. Electrons within a material move into permissible excited states as a 

result of photo-excitation. These excited electrons back to their stable state (ground state) by 

dissipating the extra energy in the form of light through a radiative process or non-radiative 

process. The portion of the radiative process decides the quantity of light emitted [150, 151]. 
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A spectrofluorometer is an analytical device that records and measures the fluorescence of a 

sample, where the excitation, emission, or both wavelengths were scanned. The block 

diagram of a fluorescence spectrometer is shown in Fig. 1.19. Fluorescence spectrometers 

use monochromators, laser sources, amplifiers, detectors, and corrected spectrums [152]. The 

structural diagram of photoluminescence spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 1.20. 

 

Fig. 1.19 Figure depicts the block diagram of photoluminescence spectroscopy. One monochromator selects an 

excitation wavelength, and the luminescence is observed through a second monochromator which is set at 90° 

positioned to the incident light. 

 

Fig. 1.20 Structural diagram of photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL); Reproduced from Ref.  [152] 

1.6.7 Raman Spectroscopy 

         Raman spectroscopy is a vibrational technique that yields detailed information about 

molecular vibrations, chemical structure, phase and polymorph, crystallinity, and molecular 

interactions. This technique uses a laser light source to irradiate a sample and generate a 

RAMAN scattered light which is detected using a CCD camera as a Raman spectrum. Raman 

spectroscopy was first discovered by Indian physicist ‘Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman’ in 

1928 which is formed on the Raman Effect. The Raman effect is based on light scattering, 

which includes elastic (Rayleigh) scattering at the same wavelength and inelastic (Raman) 
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scattering at different wavelengths caused by molecular vibrations [153]. Raman spectra are 

obtained by exciting a sample with a high-intensity laser beam and the resulting scattered 

light passes through a spectrometer [153]. Fig. 1.21 shows the schematic diagram of the 

Raman spectrometer setup. 

 
Fig. 1.21 Schematic diagram of a Raman spectrometer  

      The Raman shift is the difference in energy between an incident and scattered light. 

Stokes-Raman scattering refers to the shift at wavelengths greater than those of the incident 

light whereas anti-Stokes-Raman scattering refers to the shift at wavelengths shorter than 

those of the incident light. Stokes scattering is observed at lower wavenumbers (longer 

wavelengths) and anti-Stokes scattering at higher wavenumbers (shorter wavelengths) [154]. 

The energy diagram of Raman spectra with all the states has been shown in Fig. 1.22. 

 
Fig. 1.22 Energy-level diagram with all the states involved in Raman spectra  

1.7 Basics of Photodetectors 

       Photodetectors are electronic devices that convert the optical energy of light to an 

electrical signal which is used for the detection of light [155-158]. The photodetection 

capability depends on the semiconductor material and type of device structure used for the 

photodetector [159]. There are different types of photodetectors structures such as 

photoconductor [160, 161], p-n junction diode [162, 163], Schottky photodiode [164], MSM 

photodiode [165], and phototransistor [166] as shown in Fig. 1.23 have been reported by 

various researchers briefly discussed as follows. 
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Fig. 1.23 Schematic structure of different semiconductor-based photodetectors 

1.7.1 Photo conductor 

         Photoconductors are two terminal-based photodetectors that can create photo-excited 

electron-hole pairs to change the conductivity of a semiconductor owing to the absorption of 

electromagnetic radiation [160, 161]. When the photons of energy are larger than the band 

gap energy of the active semiconductor, electrons are excited from the valence band to the 

conduction band thereby creating holes in the valence band and free electrons in the 

conduction band due to the photoelectric effect. The photogenerated electron-hole pairs 

increase the conductivity and reduce the resistance of the active semiconductor material. As a 

result, the current flowing through the semiconductor bar increases with incident photon flux 

density for any fixed bias voltage applied between the two Ohmic electrodes as shown in 

Fig. 1.24. 

 
Fig. 1.24 Photoconductor working principle under UV illumination 

 

1.7.2 Photodiode 

        Photodiodes are two terminal devices that consume light energy to produce an electric 

current. There are four different types of Photodiodes present 1) p-n photodiodes 2) PIN 

photodiodes 3) Schottky-type photodiodes 4) Avalanche photodiodes. Mainly we will discuss 

the p-n junction diode and Schottky photodiode. 
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1.7.2.1 p-n junction 

         A p-n junction photodiode is an interface between the p-type and the n-type materials 

inside a semiconductor [162, 163] as shown in Fig. 1.25. It is a bipolar device having two 

types of charge carriers i.e. electrons and holes. The p-n junction is created by the doping 

method in a semiconductor. The positive side of the semiconductor has an excess of holes, 

and the negative side has an excess of electrons. It is a two-terminal semiconductor device 

that allows current flow in one direction at forward-biased conditions. In reverse-biased 

conditions, it blocks the electric current flow. 

 
Fig. 1.25 Schematic structure of p-n junction diode at the unbiased condition 

 

The processes that follow after forming a p-n junction are of two types - diffusion and 

drift [167]. There is a difference in the concentration of holes and electrons at the two sides of 

a junction. The holes from the p-side diffuse to the n-side, and the electrons from the n-side 

diffuse to the p-side. These give rise to a diffusion current across the junction. 

The formula used in the p-n junction depends upon the built-in potential difference created by 

the electric field is given as: 

𝐸 = 𝑉 𝑙𝑛[ ]                                       (1.6)  

Where, E0, VT is the zero bias junction voltage, thermal voltage of 26 mV at room 

temperature, ND and NA are the impurity concentrations and ni is the intrinsic concentration. 

For the p+n junction, the depletion width (w) formed under a reverse bias voltage of VR, 

𝑊 =
 ( )

                                                                                         (1.7) 

Where, ε, q, Nd represent the effective dielectric constant, electronic charge, donor 

concentration, and Vbi is the built-in potential developed across the depletion region at the 

thermal equilibrium of the junction.  
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1.7.2.2 Schottky junction 

        The Schottky diode is a metal-semiconductor junction diode that has less forward 

voltage drop (0.2 - 0.3 eV) than the p-n junction diode [168-170]. It is also known as a hot-

carrier diode. It is a unipolar device and the conduction of current occurs due to the 

movement of electrons only [171]. It has low junction capacitance, fast reverse recovery time, 

high current density and high efficiency, and less unwanted noise and it can be used in high-

speed switching applications [172]. Fig. 1.26 shows the symbol of the Schottky diode and the 

schematic diagram of the Schottky junction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.26 (a) Symbol of Schottky diode, (b) Schematic diagram of Schottky junction 

1.7.3 MSM photodiode 

        A metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodiode is a photodetector device that consists 

of two Schottky contacts, i.e., two metallic electrodes on a semiconductor material as shown 

in Fig. 1.27 [173, 174]. Thus, it is a kind of Schottky barrier detector with two Schottky 

junctions [165]. When light falls on the semiconductor between the two electrodes, it 

generates charge carriers (electrons and holes), which are collected by the electric field and 

thus it can produce a photocurrent. MSM photodetectors have high detection bandwidth 

(hundreds of gigahertz) and are faster than other photodiodes which makes them suitable for 

high-speed optical fiber communications. 

 
Fig. 1.27 Schematic diagram of an MSM photodiode 

(a) (b) 
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1.8 Performance Parameters of Photodetector 
 

1.8.1 Responsivity 

        Responsivity (R) is defined as the ratio of the generated photocurrent (I- I0) per effective 

area (A) to the incident optical power density of the device at a given wavelength of incident 

light and is expressed by A/W. The R is expressed as [175, 176] 

R = 
  /    

     
=            (1.8) 

 
1.8.2 Detectivity 

       The detectivity (D*) of the device has been calculated to measure the performance of the 

device due to the major contribution from shot noise and it is linearly proportional to the ‘R’ 

of the device [177]. It is also defined as the inverse of the noise-equivalent power (NEP). The 

greater the detectivity of a photodetector, the better it can detect the weak signals that 

compete with detector noise. 

 
The D* of the proposed device is calculated using the following equation [175, 176] 

𝐷∗ =
× ×

             (1.9) 

Where R is responsivity, e- is the charge of an electron, and Jd is the dark current density.  

1.8.3 External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) 

       The EQE is defined as the ratio of the number of charge carriers collected at the external 

terminal to the number of photons of an incident wavelength on the device which is 

expressed as [175, 178] 

𝐸𝑄𝐸 % =
1240 × 𝑅

𝜆(𝑛𝑚)
 × 100                                                                                      (𝟏. 𝟏𝟎)       

Where R is responsivity and λ is the incident wavelength in nm.  

1.8.4 Rise time and fall time 

       The most crucial figures of merit of switching devices are the rise time and fall time. The 

response time of the photodetector has been measured by the rise time (τr) and fall time (τd) 

using a pulsed light of a particular wavelength with an equal ON-OFF time [179].  

Rise time is defined as the time required for the pulse to rise from 10% to 90% of its final 

value and fall time is defined as the time required for the pulse to drop from 90% to 10% of 

the final value. 
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1.9 Current-Voltage (I-V) characteristics  

       A current-voltage (I-V) characteristic is a relationship between the electric current 

through a device or circuit and the corresponding voltage across it. The selection of 

components for voltage-current characteristics allows us to set the voltages and currents in a 

circuit so that the circuit performs the desired function. Fig. 1.28 shows the I-V 

characteristics of a semiconductor diode. 

The current-voltage characteristic of a diode is described by the diode equation [180, 181], 

I = IS (exp (
𝐪𝐕

ƞ𝐤𝐓
)-1)              (1.11) 

Where IS is the saturation current, q is the elementary charge, V is the applied voltage, ƞ is the 

ideality factor, k is Boltzmann constant and T is room temperature. 

 

Fig. 1.28 The I-V characteristics of a semiconductor diode. 

In our work, the room temperature current (I)-Voltage (V) characteristics of the 

devices have been measured by the semiconductor parameter analyzer (Agilent B1500A) in a 

particular voltage range. From I-V characteristics, we can measure the ideality factor, 

rectification ratio, and Barrier height of the as-fabricated heterojunction diodes. The 

rectification ratio is the ratio of the forward current and reverse current (IF/IR) at the same 

bias voltage.  

The ideality factor and the barrier height can be expressed by following formulas: 

Ideality factor, ƞ =   [  ]        (1.12) 

Barrier height, ɸ =  ln
∗

        (1.13) 

Where, T=300 k, KT/q= 0.026, 𝐴∗is the Richardson's constant and 𝐽  is the current density. 
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1.10 Density Functional theory (DFT) 

         In Quantum-mechanics, the quantum mechanical wave function contains all the 

information about a given system. For the case of a simple 2D material or even a hydrogen 

atom, we can solve the Schrödinger equation exactly in order to get the wave function of the 

system. We can then determine the allowed energy states of the system [182, 183].  

H (r1, r2, . . ., R1, R2, . . .) = E (r1, r2, . . . , R1, R2, . . .),    (1.14) 

Where (r1, r2,. . . R1, R2 . . .) is a wavefunction, which corresponds to the positions of 

electrons, ri, and the nuclei RI. 

         Unfortunately, it is impossible to solve the Schrödinger equation for an N-body system. 

Evidently, we must involve some approximations to reduce the complications of the above 

problem. Here, we have our simplest method called Density functional theory (DFT) which 

is a method of obtaining an approximate solution to the Schrödinger equation of a many-body 

system [184, 185]. The foundation of DFT is based on the fact that the properties of 

interacting many electrons system can be described by a functional of the electron density 

which is a function of space and time [186]. The electron density is used as a main 

fundamental property in DFT [48]. DFT allows all properties to determine by the electron 

density n (r), a function of just three variables r = (x, y, z). DFT was first theoretically 

proposed by Walter Kohn and Pierre Hohenberg in 1964, which states that the Ground 

state energy, E of a many-electron system is a unique functional of the electron density which 

is very useful for DFT calculations [187]. Later, Kohm and Sham in 1965 stated that the 

electron density that minimizes the energy of the overall functional is the true ground state 

electron density [187]. 

There are two most important fundamental theorems of DFT such as the Hohenberg-Kohn 

theorem (1964) and the Kohn-Sham theorem (1965) which clearly state the relation of total 

energy with electron density. 

Theorem-1: The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that “the ground state of any interacting 

many-particle systems with a given fixed interparticle interaction is a unique functional of the 

electron density n(r)" [188]. It asserts that the density of any system determines all ground-

state properties of the system. In this case, the total ground state energy of a many-electron 

system is a functional of the density. i.e.,  

E = E [n(r)]. 

Theorem-2: Kohn-Sham theory the introduction of the non-interacting kinetic energy 

functional Ts into the energy expression leads, upon functional differentiation, to a collection 
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of one-particle equations whose solutions are the Kohn-Sham orbitals [50]. It states that "The 

electron density that minimizes the energy of the overall functional is the true ground state 

electron density" i.e.,  

E [n(r)] > E0 [n0(r)] 

         DFT is a powerful tool to theoretically simulate the physical and optical properties of 2D 

materials [40, 187, 189]. All theoretical calculations will be performed by using the Quantum-

ATK package [190] based on DFT within the Projector-Augmented Wave (PAW) 

framework. The exchange-correlation energy will be treated by the Local density 

approximations (LDA) or General gradient approximation (GGA) method. The 

exchange-correlation functionals were described within GGA in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 

(PBE) form [191, 192]. The PBE functionals underestimate the bandgap calculations, 

therefore hybrid -DFT functionals are used to correct the error. All structures are fully 

optimized until the force on each atom is less than 0.01 eV/Å, the maximum displacement of 

0.001 eV/Å3, with a tolerance limit of 10−5 and a maximum of 100 steps, using the Pulay 

mixer algorithm for the iteration control parameter. 

 

1.10.1 Local Density Approximations (LDA):  

        LDA is a class of approximations to the exchange-correlation (XC) energy functional in 

DFT that depend solely upon the value of electronic density at each point in space. It is 

defined by the following equation [193]: 

𝐸  [ρ] = ∫ ρ (r) 𝐸 [ρ (r)]        (1.15) 

Where ρ (r) is the electron density and 𝐸 is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of 
a uniform system of density ρ (r). 
 

1.10.2 General Gradient Approximation (GGA): 

       GGA denotes a variety of ways proposed for functions that modify the behaviour at large 

gradients in such a way as to preserve desired properties. It can be defined as [193] 

𝐸  [ρ] = ∫ ρ (r) 𝐸  [ρ (r), ∆ ρ (r)]      (1.16) 

Where ∆ ρ (r) is the gradient of the charge density, 
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Chapter 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW & ORGANIZATION OF THE 

THESIS 

 

 2.1 Literature review  

2.1.1 Substitutional doping of 2D materials  

      The 2D-TMDCs are promising materials for future electronic device applications [5, 

156, 187]. In previous work, Ataca et. al. [194] performed an extensive stability analysis of 

88 monolayer TMDCs and TMOs using DFT in the local density approximation (LDA) and 

identified 52 stable compounds including both metals and semiconductors. Doping in 2D 

materials is very attractive and challenging work nowadays. Doping can be of various types 

such as substitutional doping [54, 195, 196], adsorption doping [50, 51, 53, 60] and charge 

transfer doping [57, 58]. However, the lack of a suitable doping technique is a major obstacle 

to its practical use as a channel material in field effect transistors (FET). Conventional 

substitutional doping is considered one of the best techniques as it provides long-term 

stability without degrading performance and controllability of doping level [53, 62, 70]. 

Transition metals (TM) are a popular choice of substitutional dopants in TMDCs materials 

[62, 72, 195, 197-199]. Several works reported the direct substitution of TM metal at the W 

atomic site of the WSe2 monolayer [72, 198, 200, 201]. In 2013, Dolui et. al. [53] reported 

the possible doping strategies for MoS2 monolayers which concluded that molecule 

adsorption can lead to both n- and p-type conductivity, depending on the charge polarity of 

the adsorbed species. Pandey et. al. [62] reported p-type substitutional doping in large-area 

monolayer WSe2 crystals grown by chemical vapor deposition using acceptor Niobium (Nb) 

TM metal. Zhao et al. [72] reported electronic and magnetic properties on 3d TM-doped 

WSe2 using first-principle calculations. Recently, Mabelet et al. [195] also reported a WSe2 

monolayer doped with pnictogens, halogens, and TM atoms. Based on the literature review, it 

is observed that there is enough scope to study in doping of various 2D TMDCs materials, 

which have unique properties and potential applications in nanoelectronics. Although studies 

are available on doping of WSe2 using specific TM dopants. A systematic theoretical study 
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on substitutional doping of 3d, 4d, and 5d group TM dopants has not been reported yet, 

particularly for FET applications. Therefore in Chapter 3, we have studied the electronic 

properties of the WSe2 monolayer by doping various TM (3d, 4d, 5d group) metals. We have 

studied the changes in electronic band structures, density of states, Eform and charge density of 

TM doped WSe2 monolayer. 

2.1.2 Strain engineering of 2D materials 

Strain engineering of 2D monolayers has been intensively studied towards modulating 

their electrical, optical, and magnetic properties [97, 98, 100, 103, 104, 107]. Conventional 

three-dimensional (3D) semiconductors are quite brittle and typically break under strains 

larger than ~1.5 % due to defects and dislocations. However, the 2Ds monolayer can resist 

mechanical deformations up to ~10 % before rupture [202-205]. Due to applying strain, the 

original state of atomic bonding changes by stretching or shortening the distance of chemical 

bonds [107]. It is expected that external mechanical strain that deforms the host lattice may 

reduce the dopant-induced internal strain, further increasing dopant solubility [69, 106, 206]. 

As a result, the electronic structure of the material is reformed, and a series of new properties 

emerge [36, 100, 108, 207]. The strain-tuning of electronic structure and optical properties of 

pristine WSe2 monolayers is well studied in the literature [208-210]. However, studies on the 

strain-tuning of electrical and optical properties of Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer 

are not reported yet. We believe that knowledge of these properties is very crucial for their 

further use in emerging device applications. Graphene-like ZnO (g-ZnO) is a 2D monolayer 

having excellent electronic and optical properties, with high mechanical stability [211-213]. 

Aluminium (Al) is considered one of the most efficient dopants used to produce conducting 

ZnO thin films; in the g-ZnO monolayer, the substitution of the Al atom at the Zn site is 

energetically favorable [214]. Ma et. al. [212] reported CO catalytic oxidation on Al-doped 

graphene-like ZnO (g-AZO) monolayer sheets. Wu et. al. [215] reported the Al doping 

concentration-dependent optical properties of the g-AZO monolayer. Zhu et. al. [216] 

demonstrated enhanced p-type doping in Li-doped ZnO using external strain. Zhang et. al. 

[217] demonstrated experimentally that the high concentration of Al dopants (> 20 %) shows 

excellent visible absorption which leads to high photocatalytic activity of AZO monolayer.  

However, synthesis of ZnO with high Al doping concentration is difficult due to the high 

dopant Eform of the Al atom in ZnO and the reduction of Eform is a challenging task. The Eform 

is a critical parameter that primarily influences the doping concentration; thus, it is very 

important to understand how to control that in 2D materials. Control and enhancement of 
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doping concentration in 2D semiconductors is a critical issue. Therefore, in Chapter 4, we 

have studied the strain-dependent doping, electronic structure and optical properties of 

transition metal-doped 2D semiconductors. We theoretically determine the variation of 

bandgap with biaxial strain and optical properties of Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer 

under biaxial strain varying from -5% to +5%. We determine the rate of bandgap tunability 

for K-K and, Γ–K transition, corresponding to A and I peak in PL and absorption 

spectroscopy. We also explore the possibility of enhancing doping concentration by 

application of mechanical strain in TM-doped WSe2 monolayer using DFT calculations. The 

variation of Eform with biaxial strain varying from −5% to +5% is studied in detail. Further, 

we investigated biaxial strain varying from -10% to +10 % on the Eform, electronic structure, 

and optical absorption of the g-AZO monolayer. 

 

2.1.3 2D heterostructures  

         In recent years, the 2D heterostructures are highly explored by the device community 

due to their atomically thin nature, large surface area, and various degrees of freedom [218-

220]. The electronic, transport, and optical properties of 2D heterostructures with different 

stacking modes have been carried out using the DFT [47, 85]. Heterostructures of 2D 

materials are divided mainly into vertical and lateral heterostructures, among which vertical 

stacking of 2D vdW heterostructures attracts more consideration [221-224]. The application 

of 2D heterostructure mainly depends upon atomic commensurability, interlayer interaction, 

charge transfer, and band alignment between constituent 2D materials when heterostructure is 

formed [225-227]. Many technologies can effectively improve the electronic and 

photoelectric performance of heterostructures devices, such as doping of inverse layer, 

electrostatic self-assembled layer-by-layer technology, surface modification, and various 

external perturbation methods [228-232]. Kim et. al. [233] demonstrated that vertical 

heterostructures built from WS2/MoS2 and MoS2/WS2 hetero-bilayers are promising for high-

efficiency ultrathin photovoltaic devices. In 2013, Kosmider et. al. [84] reported the 

electronic properties of the MoS2/WS2 heterojunction with the lowest energy electron and 

highest energy hole states in the optically active K point are localized on different monolayers 

and the Mo-W bilayer forms a type II heterostructure. Yin et. al. [110] reported a PtS2/MoTe2 

heterostructure with adjustable electronic and optical properties using strain and electric field. 

Similarly, Wang et al. [172] explored tunable electronic properties of MoTe2/XS2 (X = Hf, 

Sn, Zr), and  Bai et al. [234] reported C2N/GaTe heterostructure for photocatalytic water 

splitting for hydrogen production applications. Li et. al. [47] reported GaTe/MoS2 
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heterostructure by modulating electronic and optical properties using strain for 

nanoelectronics and optoelectronic devices applications. However, so far no work is reported 

on the modulation of electronic structure and optical properties of GaTe/MoTe2 vdW 

heterostructures under various external perturbations such as external biaxial strain and 

electric field. Therefore, in Chapter 5, we have studied the modulation of electronic band 

Structure and optical properties of GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure under different strain and 

electric fields for optoelectronic applications. 

2.1.4 Mixed dimensional (MD) heterostructures-based photodetectors 

       Apart from atomistic simulations, several experimental results were also reported for 

various 2D materials-based heterostructures which always pose a significant influence in 

research fields for device applications [235-240]. After the first introduction of MD 

heterostructures by Jariwala et al. [241], many works reported on MD heterostructures-based 

photodetectors [235, 236, 242-245]. In 2016, Xu et. al. [246] reported a monolayer 

MoS2/GaAs heterostructure self-driven photodetector with extremely high responsivity and 

detectivity. In 2016, Mukherjee et. al. [247] demonstrate n-MoS2/p-Si 0D/3D heterojunctions 

which exhibited excellent rectification behaviour for multifunctional optoelectronic devices. 

In 2017, Huo et. al. [248] reported an ultrasensitive 2D photodetector employing an in-plane 

phototransistor with an out-of-plane vertical MoS2 p–n junction as a sensitizing scheme. The 

hybrid detector yields an R of 7 × 104 AW-1 and a record measured D* of 3.5 × 1014 Jones 

with a time response on the order of 10 ms demonstrating the highest sensitivity of a 2D-

based photodetector. In the same year, Dhyani et. al. [249] has been reported a high-

performance broadband photodetector based on MoS2/porous silicon heterojunction with high 

responsivity and detectivity of 9 A/W (550–850 nm) and ~1014 Jones, respectively. Pataniya 

et. al. [239] demonstrated flexible  2D-WSe2 NSs/Graphite MD heterostructures-based 

photodetector for optoelectronic devices applications. Selamneni et. al. [240] demonstrates 

0D–2D n-WS2-QDs/p-SnS hybrid heterostructures for highly responsive flexible broadband 

photodetectors. However, so far, no experimental reports are available on multilayer MD 

heterostructures-based photodetectors. In chapter 6, we have synthesized and characterized 

the WSe2 nanosheets and WS2 quantum dots and fabricated the p.WSe2 NS/n.WS2 QDs/p.Si 

(2D-0D-3D) multilayer MD heterostructures-based high-performance broadband 

photodetector.  
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2.2 Motivation  

  The main motivation of this thesis is to perform atomistic simulation, synthesis, and 

characterization of 2D materials for various electronic and optoelectronic devices 

applications. 

  2D Materials are layered crystalline materials consisting of a single layer of atoms 

with a thickness of a few nanometers or less. DFT is a powerful tool to theoretically simulate 

the structural, optical, and electronic properties of 2D materials [183]. DFT calculations will be 

performed using the projector-augmented wave method. The crystal structure is optimized 

using the Quasi-Newton method [250]. The exchange-correlation energy is treated by Local 

density approximations (LDA) or General gradient approximation (GGA) method depending 

upon the material system [182]. The vdWs interactions are adopted by the semi-empirical 

DFT-D2 dispersion-correction approach. 

Now a day, doping in 2D materials has gained tremendous research interest in 

optoelectronics applications [196, 251, 252]. However, the lack of a suitable doping 

technique is a major obstacle to its practical use as a channel material in field effect 

transistors (FETs). Conventional substitutional doping is considered one of the best 

techniques as it provides long-term stability without degrading performance [53, 62, 70]. TM 

is a popular choice of substitutional dopants in TMDCs materials [62, 72, 195, 197-200]. The 

atomic substitution of TM at metal-site in 2D monolayers is well studied using first-principal 

calculations [63, 253, 254] as well as via experimental synthesis [62, 255, 256]. WSe2 

monolayer is one of the most important TMDC materials with great potential due to its 

ambipolar behavior. WSe2 has a direct optical bandgap of ~1.6 eV [257-259], and exciton 

binding energy of ~0.79 eV [28] with high photoluminescence yield and absorption 

coefficient [62, 260]. Therefore, in this work, we have systematically studied the electronic 

structure of 3d, 4d, and 5d TM-doped WSe2 monolayers using DFT calculations. The TM 

dopants mainly include Niobium (Nb), Tantalum (Ta), Vanadium (V), and Rhenium (Re), 

which are popular choice for p and n-type doping.  

       Mechanical strain is an effective and practical way to tune the physical and optical 

properties of 2D materials, as they can sustain a mechanical strain of greater than ~10 % [96, 

97, 202, 213, 261-263]. Strain engineering is abruptly used in the semiconductor industry for 

manufacturing various devices to improve efficiency and performance [264]. Now a day, 

bandgap engineering on 2D materials using biaxial strain gained promising research interest 

in optoelectronic fields [265]. In this work, we theoretically investigated the electronic 
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structure, bandgap tunability, and optical properties of Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 

monolayer by applying biaxial tensile and compressive strain. Strain can modulate the doping 

concentration of many semiconducting materials [55, 69, 216]. Control and enhancement of 

doping concentration in 2D semiconductors is a critical issue. The dopant Eform is a critical 

parameter that primarily influences the doping concentration; thus, it is very important to 

understand how to control that in 2D materials. Therefore, we investigate the strain-

dependent behaviour of Eform for Nb, Ta, V, and Re doped-WSe2 monolayer using DFT 

calculations. Further, Graphene-like ZnO (g-ZnO) is a 2D monolayer having excellent 

electronic and optical properties, with high mechanical stability [211-213]. Aluminium (Al) 

is considered one of the most efficient dopants used to produce conducting ZnO thin films; in 

the g-ZnO monolayer, the substitution of the Al atom at the Zn site is energetically favorable 

[214]. However, synthesis of ZnO with high Al doping concentration is difficult due to the 

high Eform of the Al atom in ZnO and the reduction of Eform is a challenging task. Therefore, 

we systematically studied the strain-dependent doping behaviour and optical absorption of 

the g-AZO monolayer under the application of εxy by using hybrid DFT calculations. 

          Now a day, vdWHs heterostructures fabricated by various 2D materials have gained 

attractive research interest [266, 267]. The tuning of electronic and optical properties of 2D 

heterostructures is very important to extend their applications in the next-generation 

nanoelectronic and optoelectronic devices [268, 269]. When the vdWHs have type II band 

arrangement then only electron-hole separation is possible which very important factor to 

establish the device designs. This is a vast area to explore new vdWHs heterostructure for 

multi-device purposes [87]. There are many vdWHs reported on the modulation of electronic 

properties by applying external strain and electric field [47, 85, 92, 111]. Therefore, we 

investigated the structural, electronic, and optical properties of a GaTe/MoTe2-based vdW 

heterostructure under mechanical strain and external electric fields. The tunability of the band 

alignment and optical spectra of GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure are examined under εxy varying 

from -9% to +9%, and the Eext between -1V/Å to +1V/Å using hybrid -DFT calculations.  

       The 2D-TMDC materials provide an excellent opportunity to design high-performance 

electronic devices for various applications in photonics, electronics, and optoelectronics [270-

272]. Among all 2D materials, TMDC semiconductors have attracted significant attention 

because of their rich electronic and optical properties such as tunable optical band gap, strong 

light-matter interactions, high exciton binding energy, and large specific surface area due to 

reduced dimensionality [23]. Nowadays, heterostructures based on these 2D TMDCs 
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materials are at the forefront of current research due to their potential applications as a p–n 

junctions, FETs, tunneling transistors, solar cells, LEDs, photodetectors, sensors, and 

photovoltaic cells [122, 243, 273, 274]. The photodetectors with all broadband response, high 

photoconductive gain, high response speed, and high detectivity are hard challenges to realize 

using one photo-active material. Building photodetectors composed of two or more 

semiconductor materials of different band gaps was an efficient route to realize high-

performance light detection due to the efficient charge separation at the interface, and fast 

charge transfer process because of high carrier mobility. Due to the absence of a dangling 

bond in 2D materials, it is possible to combine 2D semiconductors with materials of other 

dimensional (i.e. 0D, 1D, and 3D) to form MD-heterostructures. These MD heterostructures 

provide a distinctive platform for next-generation 2D electronics and optoelectronic fields. 

Photodetectors based on Mixed-dimensional heterostructures perform beyond existing 

technologies enable very high sensitivities for the broadband region, and achieve high 

photodetection gain [176, 275-277]. Therefore, we will fabricate a MD heterojunction-based 

photodetector device using different TMDC materials. In this work, we have taken 

WSe2/WS2 bilayers of different dimensionality on p-Si substrate to fabricate (2D-0D-3D) 

multilayer MD heterostructures for photodetection applications. 

       Based on the above literature review, I have been inspired to work on “Atomistic 

Simulation, Synthesis, and Characterization of 2D materials for Optoelectronic Device 

applications” as there is still a dearth of scope for work in this area.  
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2.3 Scope of the Thesis 

      The basic objectives of the present thesis are to perform atomistic simulation, 

synthesis, and characterization of the 2D materials and to explore their electronic and 

optoelectronic applications. The present thesis consists of seven chapters including four main 

working chapters. The contents of the seven chapters are given as follows:  

 

Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction to the 2D materials family, various doping 

techniques such as substitutional doping, adsorption doping, and charge transfer doping, the 

role of external factors such as biaxial strain and external electric field on 2D materials, 

formation of heterostructures, synthesis and characterization methods for 2D materials and 

basics of photodetectors. The various performance parameters of photodetectors to 

characterize the overall performance of the devices are also briefly discussed. The 

fundamental concepts behind DFT calculations are discussed in detail.  

Chapter 2 presents a brief literature survey on substitutional doping of 2D materials, 

strain engineering of 2D materials, 2D heterostructures, and MD heterostructures-based 

photodetectors has been discussed. Based on the observations from the literature survey, the 

motivation and the scope of the Thesis have been detailed and outlined at the end of this 

Chapter.  

Chapter 3 reports a systematic study on the electronic structure of 3d (Sc, Ti, V, Cr), 

4d (Y, Zr, Nb, Ru, Rh, Pd, and Ag), and 5d (Hf, Ta, Re, Ir, Au) group of TM-doped WSe2 

monolayer using DFT calculations. The TM dopants are substituted at the W-site of the WSe2 

monolayer. Here, we studied the changes in electronic band structures, the density of states 

(DoS), Eform, and charge transfer due to TM-dopants in the WSe2 monolayer.  

Chapter 4 reports the electronic structure and optical properties of Nb, Ta, and Re-

doped WSe2 monolayer under varying biaxial strain using DFT calculations. We determine 

the rate of bandgap tunability for K-K and, Γ–K transition, corresponding to A and I peak in 

PL and absorption spectroscopy. We also determined the critical tensile strain value at which 

crossover from direct to indirect bandgap takes place. We also explore the possibility of 

enhancing doping concentration by application of mechanical strain in Nb, Ta, V, and Re-

doped WSe2 monolayer using DFT calculations. The variation of Eform with biaxial strain 

varying from -5% to +5% is studied in detail. Moreover, in this chapter, we have studied the 

strain-dependent doping behavior and optical absorption of the Al-doped ZnO (AZO) 

monolayer under the application of biaxial tensile and compressive strain using hybrid DFT 
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calculations. We investigated the biaxial strain varying from -10% to +10 % on the Eform, 

electronic structure, and optical absorption of the g-AZO monolayer. This study opens 

various applications in electronic and optoelectronic fields. 

Chapter 5 presents the modulation of electronic band Structure and optical properties 

of GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure under different strain and electric fields for optoelectronic 

applications. We have constructed four different heterostructure configurations of 

GaTe/MoTe2, and find the most stable GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure by calculating minimum 

binding energy. Then we studied the effect of biaxial strain and external electric fields on the 

bandgap, band alignment type, and optical spectra of the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure in 

detail. The biaxial strain ranges from -9% to +9%, and electric field values between ±1V/Å 

have been studied in detail by using DFT calculations. Our finding suggests that the 

GaTe/MoTe2 vdWs heterostructure has attractive potential for various optoelectronics and 

photocatalytic device applications. 

Chapter 6 reports the synthesis process of WSe2 nanosheets (NSs) and WS2 quantum 

dots (QDs) by using solvothermal and hydrothermal methods and then fabricated n-WS2 

QDs/p-Si (0D-3D) and p-WSe2 NSs/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si (2D-0D-3D) multi-layer mixed-

dimensional (MD) heterostructures based broadband photodetectors by using silver (Ag) as 

top contacts. The morphological and structural characteristics of WSe2 NSs and WS2 QDs 

were measured by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(SEM), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), and Raman 

Spectroscopy. The optical characteristics were measured by UV-Visible Spectroscopy and 

Photoluminescence Spectroscopy (PL). Further, the current-voltage (I-V) under dark and 

light illumination conditions and photoresponse characteristics of the (0D-3D) n-WS2 QDs/p-

Si and (2D-0D-3D) p-WSe2 NS/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si heterostructures investigated in details. It is 

observed that the device has high photoresponse characteristics in broadband photodetection 

range from UV to near-IR (300 to 1100 nm).  

Chapter 7 is devoted to summarizing the major findings of the research works 

presented in various chapters of the thesis. Finally, some future scopes of research in the 

related area of the thesis are outlined at the end of this Chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

 

ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF 3d, 4d, AND 5d 

TRANSITION METAL (TM) - DOPED WSe2 

MONOLAYER 

 

 

3.1 Introduction  

The TMDCs materials provide an excellent opportunity to design high-performance 

electronic devices for various applications [270, 271]. Due to their unique fundamental 

properties, TMDCs materials emerge as a replacement for Silicon (Si) in next-generation 

devices technology [272, 278, 279]. However, precise control of the doping of TMDCs is a 

prerequisite for its practical use in nanoscale devices [65]. TMDCs materials like MoS2, WS2, 

WSe2, MoSe2, etc. have a tunable bandgap and are being investigated experimentally [62, 271, 

272] and theoretically using DFT calculations [65, 70, 258, 280, 281]. WSe2 monolayer is a 

potential candidate as a channel material for FETs [282, 283]. It has a direct optical bandgap 

of ~1.6 eV [257-259], and exciton binding energy of ~0.79 eV [28] with high 

photoluminescence yield and absorption coefficient [62, 260, 272]. It has been shown to 

exhibit both n-type [282] and p-type [283]  conductivities with different metal contacts.  

Conventional substitutional doping is considered one of the best techniques as it 

provides long-term stability without degrading performance [53, 62, 70]. TMs are a popular 

choice of substitutional dopants in TMDCs materials [62, 72, 195, 197-200]. Several works 

reported the direct substitution of TM metal at the W atomic site of the WSe2 monolayer [72, 

198, 200, 201]. Recently, Mabelet et. al. [195] also reported a WSe2 monolayer doped with 

pnictogens, halogens, and TM atoms. Although studies are available on the doping of WSe2 

using specific TM dopants. A systematic theoretical study on substitutional doping of 3d, 4d, 

and 5d group TM dopants has not been reported yet, particularly for FET applications.  
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          Our primary goal is to identify potential TM dopants that can induce p-type and n-type 

doping in the WSe2 monolayer. Therefore, in this work, we are studying the effect of 3d, 4d, 

and 5d TM dopants on the electronic structure of the WSe2 monolayer using DFT 

calculations. First, we relaxed the atomic structure of undoped and 3d, 4d, and 5d TM-doped 

WSe2 monolayer. The energetics of TM doped WSe2 monolayer has been determined by 

using Eform calculations. Next, the TM-doped WSe2 monolayer with the 3d (Sc, Ti, V, Cr), 4d 

(Y, Zr, Nb, Ru, Rh, Pd, and Ag), and 5d (Hf, Ta, Re, Ir, Au) group of metals has been 

analyzed by the band structure and density of electronic state calculations. Due to the strain 

induced by the atomic radius difference between W atom and TM dopants, a significant 

change in lattice parameters and bond lengths has been observed. Among all TM dopants, the 

V, Nb, and Ta are useful p-type, and Re is only an effective n-type dopant for the WSe2 

monolayer.  

3.2 Computation Methods  

       DFT calculations were performed with projected augmented wave (PAW) 

pseudopotentials using the Virtual Nano lab Quantum ATK Tool Kit [284]. The exchange-

correlation functionals were described within generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in 

the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) form [191]. We have used a plane-wave basis with an 

energy cut-off of 550 eV. The Brillouin-zone integrations were performed with Monkhorst-

Pack k-points with a grid sampling of 9×9×1 [285]. Structures were fully relaxed to minimize 

the system's total energy until the force on each atom is less than 0.01 eV/Å using a limited 

memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shannon (LBFGS) method. The iteration control 

parameters consisted of a Pulay mixer algorithm with a maximum of 100 steps with a 

tolerance limit of 10−5.  A 2×2×1 hexagonal supercell of monolayer WSe2 was appropriate to 

study the effect of doping by substitutional atoms, supported by earlier reports [70, 198, 286]. 

A vacuum space of more than 12 Å is included perpendicular to the monolayer surface to 

eliminate the coupling between neighboring cells. In the band structure calculation, k-points 

with high symmetry directions (Г-M- K- Г) were used. Here, our goal is to find the suitable 

TM dopants that induced n or p-type doping in WSe2 monolayer for FET applications. This 

study mainly analyzes the formation of acceptor and donor states in the bandgap and Fermi 

level shift due to TM dopants, which leads to the doping of a WSe2 monolayer by electrons/ 

holes. Therefore, we have not taken spin polarization into account. It is noted that spin 

polarization is necessary to understand the magnetic properties of TM doped WSe2. 
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3.3. Results and discussions  

3.3.1. Electronic structure of WSe2 monolayer  

           The 1H-WSe2 monolayer crystallizes in the hexagonal lattice structure with P63/mmc 

space group symmetry [287]. The W atom has bonded to six neighboring Se atoms in each 

unit cell, with a trigonal prismatic configuration. The schematic atomic structure of the 

pristine WSe2 monolayer (side view) is shown in Fig. 3.1 (a). The optimized lattice 

parameters of the WSe2 are a = b = 3.31 Å and c = 12.96 Å, with the bond length (dW-Se) of 

2.55 Å, very close to the experimentally reported values [287]. We have selected various TM 

metal (X) atoms from 3d, 4d, and 5d groups of the periodic table for substitution doping, as 

listed in Table 3.1. In this work, only one W atom is substituted by the TM dopant in the 2 × 

2 × 1 WSe2 supercell. The side and top view of TM metal-doped WSe2 supercell at W site is 

shown in Fig. 3.1 (b) and (c). After the structural relaxation, a little contraction in dX-Se was 

observed for V, Cr, Ru, Re, Ir, doped WSe2 monolayer. However, an extension in dX-Se 

observed for Sc, Nb, Y, Zr, Hf, Ta, Pd, Ag, and Au doped WSe2 system. A significant change 

in lattice parameters has also been noted after TM doping. All the values of dX-Se and lattice 

parameters are listed in Table 3.1. 

 

 
Fig. 3.1 (a) Schematic atomic structure of pristine WSe2 monolayer (2 × 2 × 1 supercell) with a side view, 

showing W atoms sandwiched between two chalcogen planes (Se); The (b) side and (c) top view of Transition 

metal (3d, 4d, and 5d) doped at W site of WSe2 monolayer. The blue, yellow, and violet bolls denote W, Se, and 

TM atoms. 
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Table 3.1: The optimized lattice parameters for pure and TM-doped WSe2 monolayer, where a and c are 

lattice constant, and dX-Se describes the bond length in the vicinity of metal impurity, Eform is the 

formation energy of TM-doped WSe2 monolayer in W-rich and Se-rich conditions, Eg is the bandgap TM 

doped WSe2 monolayer and ΔQ is the charge transfer from TM dopants to WSe2 monolayer 

  

                It is due to the difference in the atomic radius between the W atom and TM 

dopants. This difference also induces a strain within the lattice, which causes the bandgap 

reduction in the TM-doped WSe2 monolayer [65]. A decrease in lattice parameters was also 

observed as we move individually in each 3d (Sc to Cr), 4d (Y to Ag), and 5d (Hf to Au) TM 

group of Table 3.1 from top to bottom. It is mainly due to the atomic radius’s shrinkage in a 

similar manner in the Periodic table. Fig. 3.2 represents the band structure and density of 

states (DOS) of the WSe2 monolayer with GGA-PBE and GGA-HSE06 functionals. As 

determined GGA-PBE bandgap (solid black line) of the WSe2 monolayer is 1.55 eV (direct 

bandgap) shown in Fig. 3.2 (a), which is in good agreement with previous results [258, 281]. 

The valence-band maximum (VBM) and the conduction band minimum (CBM) are located at 

K point which has been induced by quantum-confinement effect [260].  It is noted that the 

PBE exchange-correlation potential underestimates the band gaps; therefore, various 

 

Dopants 

System Lattice 

parameter 

dX-

Se  

(Å) 

𝑬𝒕𝒐𝒕[𝑾𝑺𝒆𝟐

+ 𝑿] 

𝝁𝑿 Eform 

 (eV) 

Eg 

(eV) 

Δ Q 

(eV) 

a (Å) c (Å) W-rich Se-rich 

Pure                                                                                                                              6.63 12.96 2.55 - - - - 1.55  

3d-

metals 

 

 

Sc-doped 6.85 12.94 2.65 -200.27098 7.42069 -0.09 -2.43 0.85 -0.01e 

Ti-doped 6.74 12.93 2.55 -201.87422 8.38541 -0.80 -3.14 1.22 -0.06e 

V-doped 6.64 12.93 2.50 -202.13818 9.08401 -0.29 -2.64 1.23 -0.31e 

Cr-doped 6.60 12.92 2.47 -205.69034 13.54960 0.61 -1.73 1.04 -0.04e 

4d -

metals 

 

Y-doped 6.97 12.95 2.71 -217.22018 24.36314 -0.09 -2.44 0.74 -0.041e 

Zr-doped 6.85 12.94 2.65 -202.84639 8.78704 -1.30 -3.64 1.16 -0.64e 

Nb-doped 6.72 12.94 2.59 -204.42623 10.39960 -1.26 -3.61 1.43 -0.08e 

Ru-doped 6.75 12.88 2.50 -200.47300 9.66822 1.95 -0.39 0.97 0.57e 

Rh-doped 6.76 12.90 2.55 -198.07322 7.90038 2.58 0.23 1.07 0.61e 

Pd-doped 6.80 12.92 2.61 -258.46602 69.14213     3.43 1.08     ------ 0.72e 

Ag-doped 6.87 12.92 2.67 -239.17 51.833 5.42 3.07 0.72 0.67e 

5d -

metals 

Hf-doped 6.84 12.94 2.63 -201.52750 8.52640 -0.24 -2.59 1.31 -0.61e 

Ta-doped 6.72 12.95 2.58 -601.25830 407.8325 -0.66 -3.01 1.42 -0.12e 

Re-doped 6.65 12.91 2.52 -203.58738 11.72348 0.89 -1.45 1.01 0.36e 

Ir-doped 6.81 12.88 2.54 -199.01 10.02942 3.77 1.42 0.96 0.88e 

Au-doped 6.88 12.92 2.68 -191.98291 5.25039 6.02 3.67 0.49 0.59e 
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correction schemes have been proposed so far [288, 289]. The hybrid functional of Heyd-

Scuseria Ernzerhof (HSE06) with the PAW pseudopotential results is in good agreement with 

the experimental results for TMDCs materials [65]. Therefore, we used the HSE06 hybrid 

functional for more accurate bandgap calculation [289]. The determined direct bandgap from 

the GGA-HSE06 functional is 1.98 eV, shown in Fig. 3.2 (a) (magenta dash line). The 

bandgap of the WSe2 monolayer was corrected by ~20% using HSE06 functional [281, 290]. 

The bandgap values from band structure calculations are consistent with the DOS of WSe2 

monolayer from GGA-PBE and GGA-HSE06 functional, as shown in Fig. 3.2 (b). The Fermi 

level (EF), is the highest occupied state within a continuous energy band aligned to zero 

energy level and indicated by a dashed (green) line (see Fig. 3.2). However, that energy scale 

is completely arbitrary and has no physical meaning. The actual value of Fermi level is 

measured always with respect to vacuum level (zero level), also given as output in the text 

form. In our calculation, we have used value of Fermi level calculated using Fermi-Dirac 

occupation method with respect to vacuum level. 

 
Fig. 3.2 1H-WSe2 monolayer (a) Band structure and (b) Total density of states (TDOS) with GGA-PBE (solid 

black line) and GGA-HSE06 functional (magenta dash line) along with the major symmetric directions.  

3.3.2 Formation energy calculations 

       The formation energy is the key parameter to understanding the feasibility and stability 

of dopants in materials, which is defined as [70, 72, 198]  

𝐸 = 𝐸 [𝑊𝑆𝑒 + 𝑋] − 𝐸 [𝑊𝑆𝑒 ] + 𝜇 − 𝜇                                              (3.1) 

Where, 𝐸 [𝑊𝑆𝑒 + 𝑋] is the total energy of the WSe2 supercell with the substitutional TM 

dopant X, 𝐸 [𝑊𝑆𝑒 ] is the total energy of the  pristine WSe2 supercell, 𝜇  and 𝜇  are the 

chemical potentials of the substitutional dopant atom X and the substituted host atom W. The 

values of 𝐸 [𝑊𝑆𝑒 ] and 𝜇  are same for different dopant metals in 𝐸 calculation 

which are -204.98327 eV and ˗12.22496 eV, respectively. The values of 𝐸 [𝑊𝑆𝑒 + 𝑋] and 

𝜇  are different for different dopant atoms in 𝐸  calculation which are given in Table. 3.1. 
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The chemical potentials in Eq. (3.1) are subject to a series of thermodynamic constraints 

under the equilibrium growth condition. To maintain the stability of WSe2 during growth, the 

chemical potentials of W and Se should satisfy Eq. (3.2) as given below  

𝜇 + 2𝜇 = 𝛥𝐸 (𝑊𝑆𝑒 )            (3.2) 

The formation energy of such a reaction is given as  

𝐸 [𝑊𝑆𝑒 ] = 𝜇 − 𝜇 , − 2𝜇
,

                                                               (3.3) 

Where 𝜇 ,  and  𝜇 ,  are the energy per atom of W bulk in the bcc structure and Se in 

the molecular crystal (phase) of Se6 molecules and 𝜇  is the energy per unit cell of WSe2.  

The Eform of WSe2 is determined as -2.34 eV/atom, which is in good agreement with the 

experimental value of ΔHf for bulk WSe2 material ~ -1.92 eV/atom [291]. There could be an 

excessive amount of constituent atoms of a product compound in the surroundings depending 

on different synthesis routes in the practical experimental condition. To take this factor into 

account, in DFT calculations, we consider W-rich (Se-poor) and the W-poor (Se-rich) 

conditions for monolayer WSe2. Under W-rich condition  

𝜇  = 𝜇 ,    and                                                                                                           (3.4) 

𝜇 = 𝜇 , + 𝛥𝐸 (𝑊𝑆𝑒 )                                                                                 (3.5) 

In contrast, in the Se-rich condition  

𝜇 = 𝜇 , + 𝛥𝐸 (𝑊𝑆𝑒 )  and                                                                             (3.6) 

𝜇 = 𝜇 ,                                                                                                                   (3.7) 

  

The Eform of all TM-doped WSe2 systems is listed in Table 3.1. It is observed that in 

Se-rich conditions, all the doped systems have a negative value of Eform except for Pd, Ag, 

Au, Ir, and Rh. A negative Eform indicates an exothermic reaction and a stable doped system. 

It also suggests that it is energetically more favorable and relatively easier to incorporate with 

TM atom under Se-rich experimental conditions.  

        We have also calculated the charge transfer (ΔQ) between the TM dopant and WSe2 

monolayer using the Bader charge analysis [292, 293]. The negative value of charge transfer 

indicates that electrons transferred from the WSe2 monolayer to the TM dopants; all the ΔQ 

values are listed in Table 3.1. Charge transfer values for Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Y, Zr, Nb, Hf, and Ta 

doped WSe2 show that the nearest neighbor Se atoms lost electrons in favor of the doped TM 

atom. However, for Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Re, Ir, and Au-doped WSe2, the nearest neighbor Se 

atoms gain electrons from the corresponding TM dopants. 
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3.3.3. Substitutional doping at W site using 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals  

3.3.3.1. 3d TM-doped WSe2 monolayer  

       Here, in this section, we investigate the possibility of p-type and n-type doping in the 

WSe2 monolayer by substitution of 3d TMs dopants at the W atomic site. The band structures 

and total density of states (TDOS) of the 3d TM, i.e., Sc, Ti, V, and Cr doped WSe2, are 

shown in Fig. 3.3. First, we will discuss WSe2 monolayer with the 3d TM dopants having less 

d-orbital occupancy than W atom. In this case, when Sc (3d1 4s2) is substituted in place of the 

W (5d4 6s2) atom in the WSe2 supercell, the Fermi level moves inside the VBM, and 

acceptor-type defect states appear crossing the Fermi level as shown in Fig. 3.3 (a). These 

defects state around the VBM originate from the hybridized d orbitals of W and Sc, as 

confirmed by the DOS plot in Fig. 3.3 (b). Similar metallic nature of band structure and DOS 

was also observed for Ti (3d2 4s2) doped WSe2, as shown in Fig. 3.3 (c) and (d). However, 

due to the additional one electron, the acceptor-type defect states are more hybridized with 

the VBM in the Ti-doped WSe2 than the Sc. Comparable observations for Sc and Ti-doped 

WSe2 were also reported by Zhao et al. [72]. Both Sc and Ti-doped systems have negative 

Eform in W and Se-rich conditions; therefore, the synthesis of these materials will be energy 

favorable. For V (3d3 4s2) dopant, this has one electron less than the W atom, Fermi level 

shifts just below VBM without the creation of any defect level, as shown in Fig. 3.3 (e) and 

(f). Therefore, the V-doped WSe2 works as a p-type semiconductor with a reduced direct 

band gap of 1.23 eV. The Eform calculations also indicate that it is thermodynamically 

favorable to substitute the V atom in the WSe2 monolayer in Se-rich experimental conditions 

(Table 3.1). Recently, Yun et. al. [294] reported an experimental study of p-type doping in 

WSe2 via V substitutional doping. A quantum tunneling in V-doped WSe2/SnSe2 

heterostructures has been reported by Fan et. al. [295]. The Cr (3d5 4s1) dopant has equal d-

orbital occupancy the same as the W atom and is located in the same subgroup of the periodic 

table. For Cr-doped WSe2, the direct bandgap semiconducting nature remains unchanged, as 

shown in Fig. 3.3 (g) with a narrower bandgap of ~1.04 eV. The two clear broad peaks are 

observed close to the CBM, contributed by the Cr dopant shown in Fig. 3.3 (h). Overall, 

among 3d TM dopants, Sc, Ti, V, and Cr, only V is a possible dopant for p-type doping in 

WSe2 monolayer for FET applications. 
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Fig. 3.3 (a), (c), (e), (g) panels show the band structures of WSe2 with 3d TM dopants (blue solid lines) and (b), 

(d), (f), (h) panels show the TDOS of TM doped WSe2 system (blue solid line) with corresponding DOS of Sc, 

Ti, V and Cr (red solid line). In the case of V, the Fermi level shifts inside the VBM due to the lack of one 

electron as compared to the W atom. For Sc and Ti, acceptor states were created around the Fermi level wherein 

the case of the Cr doped system, no shift in the Fermi level was observed.  
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(d) 
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3.3.3.2. 4d TM-doped WSe2 monolayer  

       Next, we consider substitutional doping at the W site with 4d TM group metals, i.e., 

Y, Zr, Nb, Ru, Rh, Pd, and Ag. The band structure and DOS for the 4d TM doped WSe2 

monolayer having d-occupancy less than the W atom has shown in Fig. 3.4. Let us start with 

Y (4d1 5s2) dopant, which has the lowest d-orbital occupancy in the 4d-TM group. For the Y-

doped WSe2 system, the Fermi level shifts inside the VBM, and acceptor-type defects states 

emerge surrounding the Fermi level showing metallic behavior, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (a) and 

(b). The band structure of Y-doped WSe2 resembles the Sc-doped WSe2 system due to a 

similar number of valance electrons in the outermost orbital. The Eform of Y-doped WSe2 is -

2.44 eV in Se-rich conditions, which suggests that the synthesis process is 

thermodynamically preferred. For Zr (4d2 5s2) doped system, the Fermi level shifts just below 

the VBM, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (c). Acceptor defect states originated above the VBM, as 

shown in Fig. 3.4 (d), similar to the case of Y. However, the density of defect states is lesser 

in Zr doped system than in the Y-doped WSe2. We are now moving our discussion to the next 

dopant in the 4d TM group, i.e., Nb metal, a popular choice of p-type doping among all the 

TM dopants for TMDC materials [53]. Like the V dopants in the 3d-TM group, the Nb (4d5, 

5s1) dopant also has one electron less than the W atom. Thus, the Fermi level shifts below 

VBM and the system behaves like a p-type semiconductor, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (e). A 

reduced direct bandgap of 1.43 eV was observed for the Nb-doped WSe2 monolayer. The 

states around the VBM mainly originate from hybridized d orbitals of Nb and W atoms, as 

confirmed by aligned DOS distribution in Fig. 3.4 (f). The Nb and Zr doped systems also 

have the Eform of -3.61 eV and -3.64 eV (Table 3.1) in Se-rich condition, which suggests that 

it is highly energy favorable. As calculated, Eform for the Nb-doped system is well-matched 

with recent work reported by Mabelet et al. [195]. 
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Fig. 3.4 (a), (c), (e) shows the band structures of Y, Zr, and Nb-doped (4d dopants) WSe2, and (b), (d), (f) shows 

the TDOS with Y, Zr, and Nb. For Y and Zr doped WSe2, acceptor states have been created around the Fermi 

level, whereas for Nb and Zr doped WSe2, the Fermi level moves inside the VBM. 

       

   Now, we discuss the case of dopants has higher d-orbital occupancy than the W atom 

in the WSe2 monolayer has shown in Fig. 3.5. For Ru (4d75s1) and Rh (4d85s1) dopants with 

an excess of two and three electrons, the Fermi level shifts deep inside the CBM, as shown in 

Fig. 3.5 (a) and (c). Only one defect state appears across the bandgap, offering the possibility 

of n-type doping in the WSe2 confirmed by the DOS in Fig. 3.5 (b) and (d). However, the 

Eform of both Ru and Rh-doped WSe2 is not thermodynamically favourable (See Table 3.1).  

In the case of the Pd (4d10) and Ag (4d10 5s1) doped WSe2, the Fermi level position 

remains unaffected, and several defect states appear in the bandgap crossing the Fermi level 

(Fig. 3.5 (e) and (g)). Thus, the Pd and Ag-doped WSe2 become metallic in nature. Fig. 3.5 

(f) and (h) show the density of metallic state distribution for the Pd and Ag-doped WSe2 

monolayer. Both dopants also have positive Eform in both (W-rich and Se-rich) conditions, 

suggesting that it is not a favorable energy-doped system. Therefore, among all the 4d-TM 

dopants, Nb is the only potential dopant for p-type doping in the WSe2 monolayer.  
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Fig. 3.5 (a), (c), (e), (g) shows the band structures of Ru, Rh, Pd, and Ag-doped WSe2 system, and (b), (d), (f), 

(h) shows the corresponding TDOS. For Ru and Rh-doped WSe2, the Fermi level moves deeper inside CBM, 

showing n-type doping characteristics, whereas the Pd and Ag-doped WSe2 system shows metallic nature. 
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3.3.3.3. 5d TM-doped WSe2 monolayer  

        Finally, we investigate the substitutional doping of 5d TM dopants, i.e., Hf, Ta, Re, Ir, 

and Au. The band structure and TDOS of the 5d TM doped WSe2 have shown in Fig. 3.6. We 

start the discussion with Hf (5d2 6s2) dopant having lesser d orbital occupancy than the W 

atom. For Hf-doped WSe2, the Fermi level moves deeper inside VBM due to the lack of two 

valance electrons, which shows p-type doping characteristics, as shown in Fig. 3.6 (a). The 

newly created defect states of the doped system are weekly hybridized with VBM and create 

a split-off level, as shown in the DOS plot in Fig. 3.6 (b). A lower Eform = -2.59 eV observed 

in Se-rich condition, suggests that it is the thermodynamically preferable doped system. Due 

to the lack of one electron in Ta (5d3 6s2) doped WSe2, the Fermi level shift below the VBM, 

as shown in Fig. 3.6 (c). The defect states are localized around the Fermi level, as 

demonstrated in DOS in Fig. 3.6 (d). The holes introduced into the valence band contribute to 

the increase of the hole carrier concentration, and Ta-doped WSe2 becomes a p-type 

semiconductor. The Ta-doped WSe2 has a direct bandgap of 1.42 eV observed close to the 

pristine WSe2. The high value of Eform -3.01 eV in Se-rich condition also indicated its energy 

favorable to incorporate Ta in WSe2. Ta-doped WSe2 crystals are already synthesized by the 

chemical vapor transport (CVT) method for FET devices application by Fu et. al. [201]. 

Let us move to the case where the dopant has higher d-orbital occupancy than the W atom, 

i.e., Re, Ir, and Au. When Re (5d5 6s2) substitutes the W atom, an extra electron is added to 

the system. Due to this one extra donor electron, Fermi level shifts inside the CBM, and Re-

doped WSe2 became an n-type semiconductor. The band structure and DOS of Re doped 

WSe2 have shown in Fig. 3.6 (e) and (f). The Eform of Re-doped WSe2 is -1.45 eV in Se-rich 

condition, suggesting that it is energetically favorable for synthesis. Our results are consistent 

with experimental work reported by Mukherjee et. al. [296]. By substituting W with Ir (5d7 

6s2), the Fermi level moves deeper in CBM and it has tendency to make n-type. However, 

due to an excess of 3 electrons than the W atom, some acceptor states are also created in the 

bandgap, which is working as a trap state, as shown in Fig. 3.6 (g) and (h). In the case of Au 

(5d10, 6s1) dopant, due to an excess of 5 valance electrons than the W atom, the several 

defects states created in the bandgap, and the Au-doped WSe2 system become metallic in 

nature (Fig. 3.6 (i) and (j)). However, the energetics of both the Ir and Au-doped WSe2 show 

its synthesis is not energy-favorable (Table 3.1). Among all the 5d TM dopants, the Ta and 

Re are potential p-type and n-type dopants for the WSe2 monolayer. Also, both Ta and Re 

dopants are the nearest neighbor of the W atom in the periodic table. Therefore, they are the 

natural choice of suitable substitutional dopants at the W-site.  
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Fig. 3.6 (a), (c), (e), (g) and (i) shows the band structures, and (b), (d), (f), (h) and (j) shows the TDOS of Hf, Ta, 

Re, Ir and Au-doped WSe2 (solid blue lines) with DOS of corresponding TM dopants (solid red line). For Re-

doped WSe2, the system becomes an n-type semiconductor, whereas, for Ta doping, the system behaves clearly 

as a p-type semiconductor material. In the case of Ir and Hf, some acceptor-type and donor-type defect states 

originate across the Fermi level. The Au-doped WSe2 is showing metallic characteristics. 
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3.4 Conclusions  

      In this work, we have done a systematic study on the electronic structure of 3d, 4d, and 5d 

TM-doped WSe2 monolayers based on DFT calculations. A significant change in bond length 

and lattice parameters was observed for TM-doped WSe2. The Eform calculations suggested 

that TM-doped WSe2 is thermodynamically favorable in Se-rich conditions. The energy 

bandgap of the TM-doped WSe2 monolayer is decreasing due to induced strain. The Pd, Ag, 

and Au-doped WSe2 show purely metallic characteristics, whereas the Cr-doped WSe2 retains 

its pristine semiconducting nature with reduced direct bandgap. The V, Nb, and Ta dopants 

are only potential p-type dopants, and Re as an n-type dopant for the WSe2 monolayer. The 

reduced direct bandgap of V, Nb, Ta, and Re doped WSe2 semiconductors is 1.23 eV, 1.43 

eV, 1.42 eV, and 1.01 eV. 
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Chapter 4 

 

STRAIN-DEPENDENT DOPING, ELECTRONIC 

STRUCTURE AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF TM-

DOPED 2D SEMICONDUCTORS 

 

4.1 Introduction  

      The atomically thin two-dimensional (2D) semiconducting materials are extensively 

explored for next-generation optoelectronics [5, 297, 298], nano-mechanics [299, 300], solar 

cells [301, 302], and photocatalytic water splitting research [303-305]. The electronic and 

optical absorption behaviours of transition metals doped systems are reported by various 

doping methods such as adsorption [50-52], substitutional doping [54-56], and charge 

transfer methods [57, 58].  Substitutional doping is an effective approach to modulate the 

conductivity of atomically thin 2D materials so that they can electrically functionalize as the 

key component in various electronic and optoelectronic devices [63, 64, 253, 306]. Graphene-

like ZnO (g-ZnO) is a 2D monolayer having excellent electronic and optical properties, with 

high mechanical stability [211-213]. It is a structural analogue of h-BN where the Zn and O 

atoms are arranged in a planar sheet in a honeycomb structure [307]. However, the g-ZnO 

monolayer has the main absorption in the ultraviolet (UV) region, limiting its capability to 

utilize solar energy, which hinders its use in various applications [213]. It is noted that UV 

light only covers 4% of the energy in the solar spectrum, while visible light embodies 43% 

part of the solar spectrum [213]. Aluminium (Al) is considered one of the most efficient 

dopants used to produce conducting ZnO thin films; in the g-ZnO monolayer, the substitution 

of the Al atom at the Zn site is energetically favorable [214]. However, synthesis of ZnO with 

high Al doping concentration is difficult due to the high Eform of the Al atom in ZnO and the 

reduction of Eform is a challenging task. 
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TMDC monolayers such as MoS2, WS2, MoSe2, WSe2, etc. have attracted significant 

attention for future electronics owing to their unique electrical [308], optical [34], and 

mechanical properties [35, 36]. As one of the most extensively used TMDCs, WSe2 

monolayer has a direct optical bandgap (~ 1.6 eV) [309, 310], strong photoluminescence 

[311], large optical absorption (~ 105 cm-1, visible range) [309, 311],  good thermal stability 

[312] and excellent mechanical properties [98] with both n-type [313] and p-type [283] 

transport ambipolar behavior with a different metal contact. While experimental research on 

substitutional doping in WSe2 monolayer is at an early stage; several theoretical calculations 

predicted transition metals (TM) can effectively control the Fermi level to acts as potential n-

or p-type dopants [63, 253, 314, 315]. Among all the TM, Niobium (Nb) [62, 296], Tantalum 

(Ta) [255], Vanadium (V) are popular choices for p-type dopants, whereas and Rhenium (Re) 

[256] is the n-type dopant in the WSe2 monolayer. The Nb, Ta, V, and Re-doped WSe2 

monolayer are predicted to have negative Eform from the thermodynamics perspective, 

implying a stable doped system for practical applications [314, 316].  

        Strain engineering of TMDCs monolayers has been intensively studied towards 

modulating their electrical, optical, and magnetic properties [97, 98, 100, 103, 104, 107]. Due 

to the application of strain, the original state of atomic bonding changes by stretching or 

shortening the distance of chemical bonds [107]. As a result, the electronic structure of the 

material is reformed, and a series of new properties emerge [36, 100, 108, 207]. The strain-

tuning of electronic structure and optical properties of pristine WSe2 monolayers is well 

studied in the literature [55, 56, 208, 210]. However, studies on the strain-tuning of electrical 

and optical properties of Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 are not reported yet.   

       The Eform is a critical parameter that primarily influences the doping concentration; 

thus, it is very important to understand how to control that in 2D materials. Controlled 

enhancement of doping concentration in substitutional doping is one of the most important 

challenges for advancing 2D-materials-based technology [63, 317, 318]. This bottleneck 

represents a critical obstacle to the full utilization of 2D materials as novel electronic 

materials for next-generation electronic devices [64, 253, 319]. Typically, in substitutional 

doping when the host atom replaces by a dopant atom, an internal strain induces due to the 

size differences between the host and the dopant [69]. It is expected that external mechanical 

strain that deforms the host lattice may reduce the dopant-induced internal strain, further 

increasing dopant solubility [69, 106, 206]. The application of strain to modulate the 

electronic [36, 101], optical [98, 103, 104], and magnetic [105, 106] properties of 2D 
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semiconductors are well explored in the 2D materials community. However, reports on the 

effect of strain on doping behavior are scarce. Although strain-dependent doping behavior 

has been well studied for traditional semiconductor materials [69, 106, 216, 320, 321]. This 

encourages us to explore strain as an external parameter to enhance the doping concentration 

of 2D semiconductors for future applications. Therefore, we have chosen the Re, Nb, Ta, and 

V dopants to understand strain-dependent doping behavior in the WSe2 monolayer. 

        Therefore, in this work, we theoretically analyze the modulation of bandgap and optical 

properties of Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer under biaxial strain varying from -5% 

to +5%. We analyze the rate of bandgap tunability and determine the critical value of strain at 

which direct (K-K transition) to indirect (Γ-K transition) band gap transition occurs. The 

optical spectra are determined by analyzing the dielectric function of the TM doped-WSe2 

monolayer.  Further, the optical properties are determined by analyzing the dielectric function 

of the TM doped-WSe2 monolayer in detail.   

We also explore the possibility of enhancing doping concentration by application of 

mechanical strain in TM-doped WSe2 monolayer using DFT calculations. The variation of 

Eform with biaxial strain varying from -5% to +5% is studied in detail. We found out the Eform 

has parabolic relation with biaxial strain for the dopants (Re and V) where the change in ΔV 

due to substitution is negligible. However, the Eform has a monotonic linear relation with 

energetically more favorable under tensile strain for the dopants (Nb and Ta) where the ΔV is 

significantly larger. A significant reduction in the Eform of TM-doped WSe2 was observed 

under different mechanical strain conditions, which leads to the enhancement of dopant 

concentration. 

         We also investigated biaxial strain varying from -10% to +10 % on the Eform, 

electronic structure, and optical absorption of the g-AZO monolayer. We observed that up to 

the εxy of +5%, the Eform varies linearly with strain, whereas at εxy > +5%, a sudden drop in 

the value of Eform is observed which enhances the concentration of Al dopants in the g-ZnO 

monolayer. Although under the εxy up to -10%, the change in the Eform is visible, it is not 

sufficient to induce higher Al doping concentration in the g-ZnO monolayer. We find that the 

due to lowest Eform at εxy = +10%, a higher absorption in the visible region is observed for the 

g-AZO monolayer, which is also well-matched with the experimental observations.  
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4.2 Computational Methods  

      Our DFT calculations are performed with the Virtual Nano lab Quantum Atomistic tool 

kit [322], with projected augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials. The exchange-correlation 

functionals are defined within GGA using PBE form [323]. In case of TM-doped WSe2 

monolayer, the electron wave functions are represented by a plane-wave basis of an energy 

cut-off of 550 eV with grid sampling of 9 × 9 × 1. Whereas for the AZO monolayer, the 

electron wave functions are represented by a Linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) 

basis with an energy cut-off of 125 Hartree with a grid sampling of 25×25×1. Atomic 

structures were fully relaxed to minimize the system's total energy until the force on each 

atom is less than 0.01 eV/Å using a limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shannon 

(LBFGS) method. A vacuum space of more than 12 Å is included perpendicular to the 

monolayer surface to avoid the physical interaction between neighboring unit cells.  To 

improve the accuracy of the band gap and absorption coefficient, all electronic and optical 

properties of the g-AZO monolayer were evaluated using the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof 

(HSE06) hybrid functional [289].  

4.3 Results and Discussions 

4.3.1 Electronic structure of pristine and Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer 

        The pristine WSe2 monolayer has a hexagonal lattice structure with P63/mmc space 

group symmetry, with the W atoms having a trigonal prismatic configuration with six 

neighboring Se atoms [310]. The relaxed lattice parameters of the WSe2 monolayer are a = b 

= 3.31 Å and c = 12.96 Å, with a bond length (dW-Se) of 2.55 Å [63, 324].  We have 

substitutionally doped 2 × 2 × 1 supercell of WSe2 with Nb, Ta, and Re atoms by replacing 

one W atom using periodic boundary conditions. It is noted that the 2×2×1 supercell of WSe2 

was appropriate to study the effect of doping by substitutional atoms, supported by previous 

reports [325, 326]. It is well known that the WSe2 monolayer is a non-magnetic 

semiconductor [327]. However, after Nb, Ta, and Re doping, we checked the ground state of 

the WSe2 monolayer by taking spin polarization into account. The minority spin is aligned 

with the majority spin in all cases, revealing that the systems are non-magnetic, matching the 

reported results [316]. Therefore, for further calculations, we have not taken spin polarization 

into account. The atomic structure of pristine WSe2 monolayer and Nb, Ta, and Re-doped 

WSe2 monolayer is shown in Fig. 4.1.    
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic atomic structure (top view) of (a) WSe2 monolayer (b) TM-doped WSe2 monolayer; the TM 

includes, Nb, Ta, and Re. 

 

        We have applied a biaxial strain (ε = εx = εy) to study the tunability of electronic and 

optical properties of WSe2 monolayer doped with Nb, Ta, and Re metals. It may be 

mentioned here that the biaxial strain is more effective than uniaxial and shear strain for 

tuning the bandgap because of the larger lattice deformation in both crystal orientations [328-

330]. The magnitude of ε is defined as ε = (a0 - a)/a × 100%, where a0 and a are the lattice 

constants of the strained and unstrained doped WSe2 monolayer, respectively. The ε varies 

from -5% to +5%, where + and - signs represent the tensile and compressive strain, 

respectively.  

       The projected electronic band structure of the Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer 

was analyzed and compared to the pristine WSe2 monolayer as shown in Fig. 4.2.  The 

pristine WSe2 monolayer has a direct bandgap of 1.55 eV, matching previous DFT-PBE 

results [327] as shown in Fig. 4.2 (a).  Due to removing one electron from the WSe2, the Nb-

doped WSe2 system becomes electron-deficit and behaves as a p-type semiconductor with a 

direct bandgap of 1.43 eV (Fig. 4.2(b)).  Similarly, doping behaviour was also observed with 

the Ta-doped WSe2, with little variation in bandgap value ~ 1.42 eV (Fig. 4.2 (c)). This is due 

to similar d orbital occupancy of Nb and Ta dopants. For the Re dopant in the WSe2 

monolayer, an extra electron has been added to the system. Due to this, Fermi level-shifted 

inside the CBM and became an electron-rich, n-type semiconductor with a bandgap of 1.01 

eV (Fig. 4.2 (d)).   
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Fig. 4.2 Projected band structure of (a) pristine WSe2 monolayer (b) Nb-doped WSe2, (c) Ta-doped WSe2 (d) 

Re-doped WSe2, p-doping observed for Nb and Ta-dopants, where n-type doping for Re-doped WSe2 

monolayer. The blue, red, and pink dots represent the contribution of Nb-d, Ta-d, and Re-d orbitals 

       Further, we calculated the Eform to understand the stability of dopants in the WSe2 

monolayer.  It can be calculated according to the following relation [254, 331]  

 𝐸𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 = 𝐸tot [𝑊𝑆𝑒2 + 𝑋] − 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 [𝑊𝑆𝑒2] + 𝜇ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝜇𝑋                                       (4.1) 

where, 𝐸tot [𝑊𝑆𝑒2 + 𝑋] is the total energy of the WSe2 supercell with the substitutional TM 

dopant X= Nb, Ta and Re, 𝐸𝑡𝑜t [𝑊𝑆𝑒2] is the total energy of the pristine WSe2 supercell, 

while 𝜇𝑋 and 𝜇ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡 are the chemical potentials of the substitutional dopant atom X and 

substituted host atom W. All Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 systems have a negative value of 

Eform in Se-rich conditions which shows a stable doped system. This also indicates that it is 

energetically more favorable and relatively easier to incorporate with TM atom under Se-rich 

experimental conditions. The Eform of Nb, Ta, Re doped WSe2 monolayer are calculated as -

3.61 eV, -3.01 eV, and -1.45 eV respectively under Se- rich condition which is well matched 

with the previous reports [316]. We also performed Bader charge analysis [292] to know the 

nature and amount of charge transfer between dopants and the nearest neighbor atoms. 

Charge transfer values (ΔQ) for Nb-doped WSe2 ~ -0.08e and Ta-doped WSe2 ~ -0.12 e, 

which show that the nearest neighbor Se atoms lost electrons in favor of the doped TM atom. 
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However, Re-doped WSe2, the nearest neighbour Se atoms gains +0.36e electrons from the 

Re dopant. The negative value of charge transfer indicates that electrons transferred from 

WSe2 to the TM dopants; all the ΔQ values are listed in Table. 4.1. Fig. 4.3 shows the charge 

density difference plot of pristine and doped WSe2 systems, which further supports our 

results on charge transfer (ΔQ) analysis. All the values of lattice constant, bond length, Eform, 

bandgap, charge transfer (ΔQ) and doping-type for pristine and Nb, Ta and Re-doped WSe2 

monolayer are mentioned in Table. 4.1.  

 

Fig. 4.3 Charge density difference plot of (a) pristine (b) Nb-doped WSe2 (c) Ta-doped WSe2 (d) Re-doped 

WSe2 

Table 4.1: The lattice constant, bond length, formation energy, bandgap, ΔQ is the charge transfer and 

doping type for pristine and Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer 

 

Monolayer 

system  

Lattice constant   

a (Å) 

 Bond length 

    (Å) 

 Eform (eV) 

  (Se-rich) 

 Bandgap 

   (eV) 

 ΔQ 

 (e) 

Doping 

type 

Pristine WSe2    3.31 2.55 (W-Se)  - 1.55 - intrinsic 

Nb-doped WSe2   3.36 2.59 (Nb-Se) -3.61 1.43 -0.08 p-type 

Ta-doped WSe2   3.36 2.58 (Ta-Se) -3.01 1.42 -0.12 p-type 

Re-doped WSe2   3.325 2.52 (Re-Se) -1.45 1.01  0.36 n-type 

 

4.3.2. Biaxial strain tuning of the electronic structure of pristine and Nb, Ta, and Re doped 
WSe2 monolayer 

       Here, we investigate the change of electronic structure of pristine and Nb, Ta, and Re-

doped WSe2 monolayer under the influence of biaxial strain varies from -5% to +5%. Fig. 4.4 

shows the bandgap variation for pristine and Nb, Ta, and the Re-doped WSe2 monolayer 

under the application of biaxial strain. The band gap value of the pristine WSe2 monolayer 
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linearly decreases with increasing tensile strain. However, it increases up to some critical 

strain value for the compressive strain and then further decreases. The Nb-doped WSe2 and 

Ta-doped WSe2 monolayer also followed a similar bandgap variation with strain. However, 

for the Re-doped WSe2 monolayer, the bandgap increases up to a particular tensile strain 

value and decreases. A continuous decrease in bandgap was observed for the compressive 

strain, utterly different from both Nb and Ta-doped WSe2 monolayer cases. 

 
Fig. 4.4 Variation of TM (Nb, Ta, and Re)-doped WSe2 monolayer bandgap under different biaxial strains from 

-5% to + 5% 

      Further, we determined the tunability of the bandgap with the biaxial tensile strain (slope 

between Eg and ε, i. e. ΔEg/Δε) is determined using the simple linear fitting. It is noted that in 

the tensile strain domain, the K-K and Γ-K energy gaps correspond to the A and I peak in PL 

and absorption spectroscopies [103, 332].  Therefore, we have plotted K-K and Γ–K bandgap 

transition with biaxial tensile strain for all the pristine and doped WSe2 monolayers as shown 

in Fig. 4.5 (a)-(d). The critical value of biaxial tensile strain at which the crossover from 

direct (K-K) bandgap to indirect (Γ-K) bandgap occurs, marked by an arrow in each figure. 

When the strain value >+2.9 %, the valance band maximum (VBM) shifts from K to Γ point 

of the reciprocal space and the bandgap becomes indirect in nature for the pristine WSe2 

monolayer. The ΔEg/Δε equal to -114 meV/% for the K-K transition whereas it is -204 

meV/% for Γ–K transition. 
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Fig. 4.5 Variation of K-K and Γ-K transition with tensile strain for (a) pristine WSe2 (b) Nb-doped WSe2 (c) Ta-

doped WSe2 (d) Re-doped WSe2 monolayer. The arrow shows the critical strain value at which the direct (K-K) 

to indirect bandgap (K-Γ) transition occurs.  

       This slope of A and I energy gaps with strain for the WSe2 monolayer agrees well with 

the available experimental and theoretical results [98, 103]. For Nb-doped WSe2 monolayer, 

ΔEg/Δε ~ -90 meV/% for K-K transition whereas the ΔEg/Δε ~ -187 meV/% for Γ-K 

transition. It is clear that the Nb-doped WSe2 monolayer has lower bandgap tunability with 

strain as compared to the pristine WSe2 monolayer. Similarly, for Ta-doped WSe2 monolayer, 

ΔEg/Δε ~ -88 meV/ % for K-K transition, whereas ΔEg/Δε ~ -181 meV/ % for Γ-K transition. 

The close bandgap tunability with strain for both Nb and Ta-doped WSe2 is mainly due to the 

similar nature of electronic structure and atomic radius. For Re-doped WSe2, the variations of 

bandgap are different from other dopants. For K-K transition, ΔEg/Δε ~ 62 meV/% up to 

+1.5% and ΔEg/Δε -147 meV/% for further decreasing bandgap up to 5%, also for Γ-K 

transition, the ΔEg/Δε ~ -155 meV/%. Table 4.2 shows the value of ΔEg/Δε for pristine 

WSe2, Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer for K-K (A peak) and Γ-K (I peak). We 

observe that the magnitude of the bandgap tunability is the largest with the pristine WSe2 

monolayer and lowest for the Re-doped WSe2 monolayer. We can write the shift following 

the order of WSe2 > Nb-doped WSe2 > Ta-doped WSe2 > Re-doped WSe2. 
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Table 4.2:  The slope of the K-K (A) and Γ-K (I) bandgaps with respect to biaxial tensile strain (in unit of 

meV/%) for pristine WSe2 and Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer.  

 

Bandgap 

Transition  

ΔEg/Δε (meV/%) 

 WSe2 monolayer Nb-doped WSe2  Ta-doped WSe2  Re-doped WSe2 

 K-K (A) 114 90 88 62 (0-1.5%) 

147 (1.5-5%) 

  Γ-K (I) 204 187 181 155 

 

4.3.3 Optical properties of pristine and Nb, Re, and Ta-doped WSe2 monolayer under 
biaxial strain  
        Here, we first investigate the optical properties of pristine and Nb, Ta, and Re-doped 

WSe2 monolayer from the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function in detail. In this 

work, we have analyzed the optical properties of the doped and pristine WSe2 monolayers 

without considering excitonic effects. The excitonic effects can only be considered by the 

approaches outside the standard DFT formalism, such as GW approaches that were not part 

of this present study.  The frequency-dependent complex dielectric function can be expressed 

as  

𝜀(𝜔) = 𝜀 (𝜔) + 𝑖𝜀 (𝜔)                                                                                                (4.2) 

which is the measure of the light absorption and emission of material. The imaginary part of 

the dielectric constant 𝜀 (𝜔)  is an important parameter to measure the optical absorption in 

materials and can be computed by using the following expression [333]: 

𝜀 = ∑ ⟨𝜓 𝑢. 𝑟 𝜓 ⟩ 𝛿[𝐸 − 𝐸 − ℏ𝜔], ,                                                         (4.3) 

where ω is the frequency of light, 𝜀  is the dielectric constant of vacuum, 𝜓  and 𝜓  are the 

conduction and valance band wave functions, respectively, V is the volume of the unit cell, 𝑢  

is the vector defining the polarization of the Eext of incident light. It is essential to mention 

that two different directions of Eext polarizations of the incident light, namely (i) the E ǁ xy-

plane (in-plane) and (ii) the E ⊥ xy-plane (out-plane). It is noted that in 2D materials, the in-

plane dielectric constant is larger than in the out-of-plane direction [334]. Thus, in this work, 

we have mainly discussed optical properties in the in-plane direction. 

The real part of the dielectric function 𝜀 (𝜔)  is associated with dispersion in materials and, 

can be obtained using the Kramer-Kronig relation, and is given by [335] 

  𝜀 (𝜔) = 1 + ∫ 𝑑𝜔
 ( )

( )
                                                                              (4.4) 
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The energy-dependent absorption coefficient 𝛼 (𝜔), can be deduced from ε1 and ε2 and 

mathematically, can be calculated as:  

𝛼 (𝜔) = √2𝜔 𝜀 (𝜔) + 𝜀 (𝜔) − 𝜀 (𝜔)
/

   =                                                  (4.5) 

Where,  𝜅  is the extinction coefficient, and c is the velocity of light.                                                                                                                                                    

       Fig. 4.6 shows that absorption spectra, 𝜀 (𝜔) and, 𝜀 (𝜔) the plot of pristine and Nb, 

Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer for the energies from 0 to 3 eV. The WSe2 monolayer 

shows an absorption edge at ~ 1.55 eV, close to the DFT-PBE bandgap of the material. Also, 

the absorption spectra have one peak in the lower energy range at ~ 1.8 eV, and another peak 

at the higher energy of 2.7 eV shown in Fig. 4.6(a). The peaks for the WSe2 monolayer 

primarily lie among the visible light range (400–800 nm), which is well-matched with 

previous experimental results [98, 311, 336]. The experimental absorption spectra of WSe2 

consist of two peaks in lower energy corresponding to A exciton, and B exciton and, one 

peak at the high energy region [336-338]. The absence of some peaks between the DFT-PBE 

absorption spectra and the experiment can be attributed to the excited states not being taken 

into account. As shown plot of 𝜀 (𝜔) and 𝜀 (𝜔) also matched with experimental dielectric 

response function of the WSe2 monolayer [207, 338]. The peaks in the imaginary part of the 

dielectric function represent inter-band transitions. The absorption spectra get modified when 

the WSe2 monolayer is doped with Nb, Ta, and Re, resulting in changes to its optical 

response. A redshift in the absorption band edge was observed for Nb, Ta, and Re-doped 

WSe2 monolayer.  The absorption peak around ~ 1.8 eV disappears on doping with Nb and 

Ta-dopants, whereas a small broadening was observed for an energy range below 1 eV. 

However, for the Re-doped WSe2 monolayer, a slightly broadened peak is present at ~ 1.8 

eV, whereas a significant peak is observed in the infrared region at energy < 1 eV. This 

suggests that different impurity states are introduced in the materials that give rise to different 

absorption features in the absorption spectra of doped WSe2 monolayer due to doping.  This 

also suggests that Nb, Ta, and Re-doping have an insightful influence on the optical 

properties of the host WSe2 monolayer.  A similar observation has been reported for the cases 

of TM-doping in phosphorene by Kong et al. [339]. The redshift in the absorption spectra due 

to TM-doping makes the WSe2 monolayer highly applicable for broadband photodetection 

and photocatalytic applications.  
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Fig. 4.6 The optical properties of pristine and Nb, Ta and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer, Panel (a)-(j) represents 

absorption spectra, (b)-(k) characterizes the real part of the dielectric function 𝜀 (𝜔), and (c)-(l) 𝜀 (𝜔)  the 

imaginary part of the dielectric function 

 

         Now, we investigate the tuning of absorption spectra of WSe2 and Nb, Ta, and Re-

doped WSe2 monolayer by applying a biaxial strain. The absorption spectra of the pristine 

and doped-WSe2 monolayer with the tensile and compressive strain of +5% (violet) and -5% 

(green) are shown in Fig. 4.7. Upon application of tensile strain (+5%), a redshift in the 

absorption spectrum of the WSe2 monolayer was observed with no other significant changes 

in spectra shape. However, for compressive strain, a blue shift in spectra was observed with 

the disappearance of peaks at lower energy. Although at higher energy, the nature of spectra 

almost remains the same. This can be interpreted in a higher value ΔEg/Δε for tensile strain 

than compressive strain (see Table. 2). In Nb and Ta-doped WSe2 monolayer, a redshift in 

spectra was observed at +5%, with no broadening in the lower energy region. Interestingly, 

an absorption peak around ~ 1.3 eV appears very close to the native peak in the WSe2 

monolayer.  A blue shift was observed with enhanced absorption in the infrared region at -5% 

for both Nb and Ta-doped WSe2 systems. For the Re-doped WSe2 monolayer, no significant 

shift in absorption edge was observed at +5%, although suppressed broadening of a peak at 

lower energy <1eV and significantly enhanced absorption observed at higher energy range. 

At compressive strain of -5%, a significant broadening is observed in the energy range 
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between ~ 0.8 eV to 2 eV which is almost negligible in both unstrained and tensile strain 

conditions.   

 
Fig. 4.7 Biaxial tensile and compressive strain tuning of absorption spectra of (a) pristine WSe2 (b) Nb-doped 

WSe2 (c) Ta-doped WSe2 (d) Re-doped WSe2 monolayer. 

4.3.4 Strain-dependent doping behaviour of TM-doped WSe2 monolayer 

       The dopants E  for substitutional dopants can be defined as [254, 315] 

E (V) = ΔET (V) + 𝜇ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡 – 𝜇dopant      (4.6)  

Where, Δ𝐸T = E  ˗ E , the E   is the total energy of the doped WSe2 

monolayer and E  is the total energy of the undoped WSe2 monolayer, while 𝜇dopant and 

𝜇ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡 are the chemical potentials of the substitutional TM dopant and host W atom in its bulk 

form. For simplicity, we assume that the chemical potential difference is not much sensitive 

to the change in volume (V), so any values of them do not change our results. Therefore, we 

can see that the 𝐸form and ΔET follow the same variation with V. We note that under 

equilibrium conditions, the dopants concentration 𝑁𝑑 at the temperature T related to E𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 by 

the given relation  

N  = N  exp −
( )

      (4.7)  

Where 𝑁0 the concentration without any dopants and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Typically, 

for any pristine semiconductor the total energy (E ) as a function of V can be expressed as 

[69].  
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E (V) = α (V − V )       (4.8)  

Where, V0 is the volume of host material under equilibrium and α  = , with B  being the 

bulk modulus [69]. However, for a host system with a dopant, its total energy can be written 

as: 

E (V) = (α +Δα)[V − (V + ΔV)]     (4.9)  

Where Δα and ΔV are changed in 𝛼  and V  due to the dopants. The net change in total 

energy as a function of V can be expressed as:  

ΔE (V) = E (V) −  E (V)  

= −2α ΔV (V − V ) + Δα(V − V )      (4.10)  

From Eq. 5, it is clear that the behavior of ΔET with V depends upon the value of ΔV and Δα. 

Now, we have two cases, Case-1: If ΔV is large and Δα negligible, then Δ𝐸𝑇 mostly varies 

linearly with V (first term in eq.5). Case-2: However, if ΔV is very small and Δα has 

significant value, then the high-order second term in Eq. (5) could become dominant, giving a 

parabolic dependence of ΔET 𝑡𝑜 V under strain.  

       It may be noted that in substitutional doping, the net volume change ΔV due to dopants 

depends upon the atomic size and electronic environment between the host and dopants [69]. 

In general, a common perception is that the small dopants induce a volume shrinkage and 

whereas large ones induce a volume expansion. However, the ΔV is also affected by the 

electronic environment surrounding the dopant and host. A p-type dopant atom induces an 

electronic environment that has negative global volume change, whereas the opposite will be 

true if the system is doped by an n-type dopant with an extra valence electron. Typically, the 

value of Δα in substitutional doping is very small.  

       The calculated bond lengths of Nb-Se and Ta-Se bonds are 2.59 Å and 2.58 Å 

respectively which are slightly larger than the W-Se. In contrast, the bond length of Re-Se 

and V-Se are 2.52 Å and 2.50 Å smaller than the W-Se bond in the WSe2 monolayer. We 

have carried out spin-polarized calculations to check the magnetic ground state The Nb, Ta, 

and Re-doped WSe2 remain nonmagnetic [316] whereas V-doped WSe2 is a magnetic 

semiconductor in nature, well-matched with the reported works [294]. However, the inclusion 

of spin polarization neither affects the calculation for Eform, nor the change in its value at any 

strain condition. Therefore, we have not considered spin-polarization into account. At 

unstrained conditions, all the TM-doped WSe2 systems have a negative Eform in Se-rich 

conditions, indicating a stable doped system (the values are listed in Table. 4.3). 
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       The biaxial strain (ε = εx = εy) varying from -5% to +5% is applied to study the strain-

dependent doping behavior of the WSe2 monolayer. The magnitude of biaxial strain is 

defined as ε = (a0 - a)/a × 100%, where a0 and a are the lattice constants of the TM-doped 

WSe2 monolayer with and without applied biaxial strain. Fig. 4.8 (a)-(c) shows the schematic 

atomic structure of TM-doped WSe2 monolayer under compressive, unstrain, and tensile 

strain conditions. 

 
 

 

  

 

 
 
Fig. 4.8 Schematic atomic structure of transition metal (TM = Re, Nb, Ta, and V) doped WSe2 monolayer with a 

top view under biaxial (a) compressive strain (b) unstrain (c) tensile strain conditions. 

 
       First, we analyzed the effect of TM dopants on the electronic structure of the WSe2 

monolayer in detail. Fig. 4.9 (a)-(d) presents the projected density of states (PDOS) of the 

TM-doped WSe2 monolayer. We observed that the density of states of the TM (Re, Nb, Ta, 

and V)-dopants in both conduction and valence band are mainly characterized by d-orbitals. 

When one W atom substitutionally replaced by a Re atom, an extra electron has added to the 

system. Due to one extra electron, the Fermi level (EF) moves inside the conduction band 

minimum (CBM), and Re-doped-WSe2 became an n-type semiconductor as shown in Fig. 4.9 

(a). In the case of the Nb, Ta, and V dopants in the WSe2 monolayer, EF shifts inside the 

valance band maximum (VBM) due to the removal of one electron from the system without 

the creation of any mid-gap states. Consequently, Nb, Ta, and V-doped WSe2 systems behave 

as p-type semiconductors. We have noted that no hole-localized or electron-localized states 

are observed in the middle of the bandgap and therefore the holes or electrons can be readily 

released from each dopant to the valance (conduction) band and contribute to the free carrier 

concentration. These observations well matched with the other theoretical and experimental 

results on TM-doped WSe2 monolayer [253, 314, 315]. Table 4.3 lists all the calculated 

parameters for TM atoms in the present study. 
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Table 4.3: The doping type, bond length (between TM dopant and Se atom), ionic radii, formation energy 

(Eform), and change in volume (ΔV) due to substitutional TM doping 

 

 
Fig. 4.9 PDOS of (a) Re doped-WSe2 (b) Nb-doped WSe2 (c) Ta-doped WSe2 (d) V-doped WSe2 monolayer  

         Now we will discuss the variation of Eform with biaxial strain for Re, Nb, Ta, and V 

dopants in the WSe2 monolayer in detail. First, let us consider the case of Re which is an n-

type dopant in the WSe2 monolayer. Fig. 4.10 (a) compares variation in total energy as a 

function of V of pristine WSe2 monolayer and Re doped-WSe2 monolayer. We note that Re+4 

has a smaller ionic radius (0.63 Å) than the W+4 (0.66 Å) host atom [41]. But due to the n-

type electronic environment, a volume expansion also materializes which resulted in a 

negligible value of ΔV due to Re substitution. Fig. 4.10 (b) shows the variation of Eform 

(=ΔET) with applied biaxial strain for the Re dopant. As expected, the variation of Eform with 

biaxial strain is dominated by the second term in eq. 4.10, and it is parabolic in nature. The 

Transition 

metal 

Doping 

type 

Bond length (Å) 

(TM-Se) 

Ionic radius [340] 

(Å) 

Eform (Se-rich) 

(eV) 

Δ V 

(Å3) 

W (host) - 2.56 0.66 - - 

Re n 2.52 0.63 -1.45 +0.4 

Nb p- 2.59 0.72 -3.61 +13 

Ta p 2.58 0.72 -3.01 +13.8 

V p 2.50 0.79 -2.64 +2.3 
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value of Eform decreases under the application of both compressive as well as tensile strain. 

From Fig. 4.10 (b), it is observed that the change in Eform up to +3% tensile strain is ~ 0.2 eV, 

much higher than the Eform value at -3%. Although, by further increasing strain value up to 

+5%, compressive strain is more dominant in reducing Eform as compared to tensile. This 

suggests that the dopability of Re dopant can be controlled and enhanced under the 

application of suitable biaxial strain, which could lead to the desired contents in monolayer 

WSe2 for various electronic device applications.  

 
Fig. 4.10 (a) Comparison of total energy versus V curve for WSe2 and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer, the ΔV is the 

net change in volume between host and dopant atom (b) E𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 (=ΔET) versus strain curve for Re-dopant, shows 

the parabolic behavior.  

 
        Now, let us consider the p-type dopants i.e. Nb, Ta, and V in the WSe2 monolayer. The 

Nb+3 (0.72 Å) and Ta+3 (0.72 Å) dopants have a similar ionic radius [341] which is larger than 

the host W+4 (0.66 Å) atom. Although due to p-type doping behavior, it induces a volume 

contraction, although still a positive value of ΔV ~ 13Å3 is observed. This large change in ΔV 

gives a right shift in its total energy versus the V curve as shown in Fig. 4.11 (a). The Eform of 

Nb and Ta dopants is plotted as a function of biaxial strain as shown in Fig. 4.11 (b) which is 

dominated by the first term in eq. 4.10. Due to having monotonic linear relation with strain, 

the doping concentration will increase under tensile strain as compared to compressive strain. 

The change in Eform at 2% strain value is 0.09 eV, whereas by further increasing strain at 4%, 

a very small reduction is observed. This shows it is harder to enhance doping concentration at 

a higher strain value. A similar observation for Nb and Ta dopants in the MoS2 monolayer is 

also reported by Choi et al. [341].  

        In the case of V dopants, a very small change in ΔV~ 2.3 Å3 is observed. Since the ionic 

radius of V+2 (0.79 Å) is much larger than the W, but due to volume reduction, a small ΔV 

was observed. The variation of total energy with V is plotted in Fig. 4.11 (c). Fig. 4.11 (d) 
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shows a plot between Eform and biaxial strain, which is parabolic in nature. This behaviour 

can be similarly analyzed as Re dopants. However, by comparing Eform at a given strain 

(±5%) value, it is observed that the change in Eform is higher for Re as compared to the V 

dopant. While, for Nb, Ta, and V p-type dopants, the change in Eform at any value of tensile 

strain value is quite similar. 

 

Fig. 4.11 (a, c) The total energy versus V curve and (b, d) E𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 (=ΔET) versus strain plot for Nb, Ta, and V 

dopants, A linear relation of E𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 with strain observed for Nb and Ta, whereas a parabolic behavior observed 

for V dopant.  

 

4.3.5 Electronic structure of Al doped g-ZnO (g-AZO) monolayer 

        The g-ZnO monolayer has a planar honeycomb structure with lattice constant a = 3.27 

Å, and dZn-O = 1.89 Å which is in good agreement with the previous studies [342]. In this 

work, we have taken a 4×4×1 supercell of g-ZnO monolayer where one Zn atom has been 

replaced by one Al dopant by the substitutional doping method which corresponds to a 6.25% 

doping concentration of Al atom in ZnO monolayer. The doping process between the Al atom 

and the Zn hosts atoms in AZO thin films is a charge transfer type as reported in the literature 

[343, 344]. The optimized geometrical structure of the g-AZO monolayer with the top and 

side views is shown in Fig. 4.12 (a) and (b). The optimized lattice constant and bond length 
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for the g-AZO monolayer obtained from GGA calculations are determined as a = 3.29 Å, and 

dAl-O = 1.77 Å, which agrees with previous reports [345]. The electronic band structure and 

projected density of states (PDOS) of the pristine g-ZnO and g-AZO monolayer are 

compared as shown in Fig. 4.13 (a) and (b). 

 

Fig. 4.12 Schematic atomic structure of 4×4×1 g-AZO monolayer (a) top and (b) side view shows the hexagonal 

arrangement of the g-AZO monolayer, where Zn, O, and Al are represented by grey, red, and green balls 

respectively.  

 

          The band structure of g-ZnO and g-AZO monolayer are found to be direct (Γ- Γ) in 

nature with the band gap (Eg) values of 3.98 eV and 3.8 eV respectively [345, 346]. It is 

observed that upon Al doping, the Fermi level (EF) shifts inside the conduction band minima 

(CBM), therefore showing an n-type doping effect that is similar to Al doping in the bulk 

ZnO layer. It is noted that the band gap of the g-ZnO monolayer is larger than that of the ZnO 

bulk counterpart; this is due to the quantum confinement effect [215, 347]. From PDOS as 

shown in Fig. 4.13 (b) and (d), it is observed that the main contribution of VBM is mainly 

derived from the O- 2p and Zn-3d orbital, and for CBM, the energy states from Zn-4s orbital 

are the main contributors. The enlarged DOS in Fig. 4.13 (b) clearly indicates all the 

contributions of the s, p, and d orbitals of the Zn atom.  
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Fig. 4.13 Band structures and PDOS of (a), (b) g-ZnO monolayer and (c), (d) g-AZO monolayer along with high 

symmetric directions (Г-M-K-Г) obtained by HSE06 calculations; the g-ZnO monolayer has a bandgap of 3.98 

eV, whereas g-AZO monolayer has a bandgap of 3.8 eV, the Fermi level (EF) presented by a green dashed line.  

 

4.3.6 The formation energy of Al dopant in ZnO monolayer under biaxial strain 

        To determine the stability of Al dopants in the g-ZnO monolayer, the Eform of the g-AZO 

monolayer is calculated by using the following relation [72, 198] 

Eform = Ehost+dopant – Ehost + µhost - µdopant      (4.11) 

Where, Ehost+dopant and Ehost are the total energy of the pure g-ZnO and g-AZO monolayer, 

μhost and μdopant represent the chemical potentials of the Zn and Al atom, respectively. The 

Eform of the g-AZO monolayer is obtained as -2.98 eV in Zn-rich conditions [54] which 

indicates that the chemical reaction is exothermic in nature, and the g-AZO monolayer is 

thermodynamically stable. Now, we determine the variation of Eform under the application of 

biaxial strain varying from -10% to +10%. We observed that upon application of biaxial 

strain, the size of the monolayer increases (decreases) in tensile (compressive) strain. 

However, the value of chemical potential remains constant, since it is the intensive quantity 

of the system. So, the changes in the value of chemical potential difference i. e. (𝜇ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡 – 

𝜇dopant) with respect to strain or volume (V) remain negligible. Thus, it is assumed that the 

(𝜇ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡 – 𝜇dopant) is not much sensitive to the change in strain or V. Therefore, at a particular 

value of the biaxial strain, the value of Eform is given by 
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    E  = E  – E                                                            (4.12) 

          

We note that the value of Eform also tends to increase/decrease under tensile and 

compressive biaxial strain, depending upon the net volume change (ΔV) in the material due 

to dopants substitution. However, the ΔV not only depends upon the atomic size of dopants 

but also on the electronic environment between the host and the dopants [55, 216, 321]. Here, 

in this work, the ionic radius of Al+3 (0.54 Å) is smaller than Zn+2 (0.74 Å) [348], but due to 

the n-type electronic environment, a volume expansion also materializes. Therefore, the 

value of ΔV due to Al substitution in the g-ZnO monolayer is negligible. Fig. 4.14(a) 

compares the plot of total energy versus volume (V) for g-ZnO and g-AZO monolayer, which 

clearly shows the negligible value of ΔV. Fig. 4.14(b) shows the plot of change in Eform (w.r.t 

to unstrained g-AZO) of g-AZO monolayer under biaxial strain varying from -10 % to 

+10 %. It is observed that for εxy range ~ 0 to +5%, the relation between Eform and biaxial 

strain is almost linear and the value of Eform becomes more positive with biaxial strain. 

However, at εxy > +5% up to +9% an inverse parabolic behavior is observed. It is to be 

mentioned here that the sign of the Eform defines the stability of materials after doping, 

whereas the (-) Eform means stability at the dopants site, and the (+) Eform implies instability at 

the dopants site [71]. From Fig. 4.14(b), it is clear that upto εxy ~ +9% there are no increases 

in Al doping concentration in the g-ZnO monolayer due to strain. However, at εxy = +10%, a 

sudden decrease in the value of Eform is observed and the value of Eform becomes more 

negative, as compared to an unstrained g-AZO monolayer. It indicates that the concentration 

of Al dopants is very high in the g-ZnO monolayer at εxy = +10%. Now, the variation of Eform 

under compressive strain is studied and it is found that εxy between -1% to -8%, a small 

reduction in Eform is observed which suggested that g-AZO monolayer is thermodynamic 

stable and small increases in Al doping concentration is expected. However, after εxy > -9% 

further increases in the value of Eform are observed.  This suggests that by using compressive 

strain, the reduction in Eform is visible, but it is not sufficient to induce a high doping 

concentration of the Al atom in the g-ZnO monolayer.  
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Fig. 4.14 (a) The total energy versus V plot for g-ZnO and g-AZO monolayer, the ΔV is negligible (b) Eform (= 

Eg-ZnO+Al – Eg-ZnO) vs. biaxial strain, the value of the Eform in the unstrained (0 %) g-ZnO monolayer is set as a 

reference 

 

4.3.7 The electronic band structures of g-AZO monolayer under biaxial strain  

      Here, we have studied the effect of biaxial strain on the electronic band structure of the g-

AZO monolayer. Since the biaxial strain on pristine g-ZnO is already reported by Chen et. al. 

[213], it is not included in this work.  An increase in lattice constant and volume observed as 

strain varies from -10% to +10%, mainly, due to the changing of coupling between the Zn-O 

and Al-O atoms during the tensile and compressive strain. The electronic band structure of 

the g-AZO monolayer at different values of biaxial strain is shown in Fig. 4.15 (a)-(d). The 

bandgap of the g-AZO monolayer is 3.8 eV at unstrained (εxy = 0%) conditions, and it 

decreases to 3.48 eV at +5% of tensile strain shown in Fig. 4.15 (a). Further, it continues to 

decrease up to +9% strain and the obtained bandgap value for +9% is 2.89 eV, by further 

increasing at +10%, a little increase in value of bandgap i. e 2.91 eV obtained as shown in 

Fig. 4.15 (b). In the case of compressive strain, the bandgap initially increases up to a certain 

strain range, and then it started to decrease. Firstly, the bandgap energy increases to 3.83 eV 

at -1% strain, and then it decreases to 3.76 eV at -5% compressive strain as shown in Fig. 

4.15 (c). The bandgap value further decreases to 3.58 eV at -10% compressive strain as 

shown in Fig. 4.15 (d). We also observed that the nature of bandgap always remains direct at 

the Γ point for both tensile as well as compressive strain. Therefore, the g-AZO monolayer 

remains a direct (Γ- Γ) bandgap semiconductor after applying biaxial strains -10 % to +10 %. 

We note that the band gap energy must exceed the free energy of water splitting of 1.23 eV 

and be smaller than about 3 eV to enhance solar absorption [349]. Since the band gap of the 

g-AZO monolayer (3.8 eV) exceeds the value of 3 eV, it does not satisfy the criterion for 
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photocatalytic application. Therefore, we applied a biaxial strain to tune the electronic band 

structure of the g-AZO monolayer. We observe an increase in lattice constant and volume as 

strain varies from -10% to +10%.  Mainly, it is due to the changing of coupling between the 

Zn-O and Al-O atoms during the tensile and compressive strain.  

 

Fig 4.15 Electronic band structure of the g-AZO monolayer at (a) +5%, (b) +10%, (c) -5%, and (d) -10% biaxial 

strain values 

      The variation of the bandgap of the g-AZO monolayer with biaxial tensile and 

compressive strain has been shown in Fig. 4.16. The bandgap almost linearly decreases with 

tensile strain up to +9% and then slightly increases at +10%. For compressive strain, it 

initially increases up to -1% strain and then started decreasing continuously up to -10%.  

Therefore, it is noted that the biaxial tensile strain at +9% and +10% has a suitable bandgap 

value for a photocatalytic water-splitting reaction. 

 
Fig. 4.16 Variation of bandgap energy with different biaxial tensile and compressive strain 
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4.3.8 The absorption spectra of g-AZO monolayer under application of biaxial strain  

         For photocatalytic water splitting, the materials must capture a significant portion of 

the visible spectrum. The absorption coefficient is defined as the decay of light intensity 

dispersed in a unit length of the given materials and it is calculated by using the frequency-

dependent complex dielectric function  

ε (ω) =ε1 (ω) + ε2 (ω)                                                                                   (4.13) 

The energy-dependent absorption coefficient α (ω) can be deduced from ε1 and ε2 and 

mathematically written as  

                                            (4.14)                                  

Where ω is the frequency of light, c is the velocity of light κ is the extinction coefficient. The 

imaginary part ε2 (ω) is used to measure the optical absorption in materials and the real part ε1 

(ω) is associated with dispersion in materials deduced from the imaginary part ε2 by the well-

known Kramer-Kronig relation. 

     The absorption spectra of the g-AZO monolayer under biaxial tensile and compressive 

strain are shown in Fig. 4.17(a) and (c), and the enlarged version of the wavelength range 

from 300 nm to 400 nm is shown in Fig. 4.17(b) and (d) for the sake of better clarity. For 

comparison, the absorption spectra of the g-ZnO monolayer are also included in the spectra 

(black dashed line). The absorption spectra can be calculated by using the frequency-

dependent complex dielectric function [236, 350, 351]. As visible from Fig. 4.17(a)-(d), the 

g-ZnO monolayer has only absorption within the UV region, in unstrained conditions. When 

the g-ZnO monolayer is doped with an Al atom (g-AZO), the absorption coefficient 

decreases, and shifts to a lower wavelength region in the UV region while absorption 

increases in the visible and infrared (IR) region as shown by the blue solid line. A similar 

observation for g-AZO bulk and monolayer was also reported by Wu et. al. [215] at a higher 

doping concentration of > 18.75 %. This phenomenon can be well explained by the strain-

dependent of Eform as shown in Fig. 4.17 (b).  
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Fig. 4.17 Optical absorption spectra of the g-AZO monolayer (a) under tensile strain (b) enlarged optical spectra 

to show a shifting of wavelength (c) under compressive strain (d) enlarged version shows the shift of 

wavelength  

As we increase the tensile strain from 0 % to +7%, the absorption shifted to a higher 

wavelength region (close to the g-ZnO monolayer) as clearly seen in Fig. 4.17 (b), and 

absorption suppression in visible and NIR regions is also observed. This is due to the positive 

increase of Eform in this tensile strain range, which makes doping harder and the g-AZO 

monolayer behaves like an undoped g-ZnO monolayer. However, at +10 % strain (green 

starred line), the absorption is slightly red-shifted, and an increased sharp absorption in the 

visible and NIR region is observed.  This change in the optical spectrum at +10 % is similar 

to that work reported by Wu et. al. [215], at a higher doping concentration of > 18.75 %. This 

phenomenon of strain-enhanced optical absorption in g-AZO monolayer can be well 

explained by the strain-dependent behaviour of Eform as we have already discussed in detail in 

Fig. 4.14 (b). Although as compared to tensile strain, in the compressive strain up to -9%, 

there is no such enhancement in the optical absorption observed as shown in Fig. 4.17 (c).  

This observation can also be explained by the behavior of Eform in the compressive strain as 

shown in Fig. 4.14 (b).  This suggests that the value of Eform decreases under compressive 

strain, but the doping concentration is not sufficient to improve the absorption. It may be 

noted here that the increase in absorption in visible ranges is only observed for doping 

concentrations higher than 18%. This observation is reported theoretically by Wu et al. [215] 

and experimentally verified for bulk AZO by Zhang et al [217].  
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4.4 Conclusions 

       We systematically analyzed the electronic and optical properties of Nb, Ta, and Re-

doped WSe2 monolayer and its tuning under the application of biaxial strain within the 

framework of DFT-PBE functional. We have determined the bandgap tunability rate for K-K 

and, Γ–K transition for biaxial tensile strain, following the given order: pristine WSe2 > Nb-

doped WSe2 > Ta-doped WSe2 > Re-doped WSe2. We also determined the critical tensile 

strain value at which crossover from direct to indirect bandgap takes place. A redshift was 

observed in the optical spectra of Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer with a significant 

broadening in the infrared region. By applying biaxial tensile strain, a further redshift and, in 

compressive strain, a blue-shift was observed in absorption spectra. Therefore, we can 

significantly modulate the electronic and optical properties of Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 

monolayer by using a biaxial strain. This can be well explained with higher ΔEg/Δε for tensile 

as compared to compressive. 

      Further, we systematically analyze the effect of biaxial strain on Eform of Re, Nb, Ta, 

and V-dopants in the WSe2 monolayer. We propose that the strain-induced change in Eform 

can be used effectively to enhance dopant solubility in the WSe2 monolayer. It is observed 

that the Eform shows parabolic and linear behaviour with biaxial strain; depending upon the 

net change in ΔV. The change ΔV is explained based on the atomic radius and induced 

electronic environment due to different dopant types. For Re and V, the calculated Eform is 

parabolic in nature and favors both tensile as well as compressive strain. However, due to the 

monotonic linear relation with the biaxial strain, Eform favors the tensile strain for Nb and Ta 

dopants. This suggests that strain engineering can be used as an effective tool to enhance the 

doping concentration of 2D semiconductors. 

Further, we systematically studied the strain dependent doping behaviour and optical 

absorption of the g-AZO monolayer under the application of εxy by using hybrid DFT 

calculations. The g-AZO monolayer remains a direct bandgap semiconductor after applying 

εxy from -10 % to +10 %. We observed that Eform increases linearly upto εxy = +5% of tensile 

strain, whereas after εxy > 5% an inverse parabolic relation with εxy is observed. However, 

there is no drastic change in the Eform observed for compressive strain range. Due to the 

lowest value of Eform at εxy = +10%, a higher doping concentration of Al dopants is expected. 

Moreover, the g-AZO monolayer at εxy +10% biaxial strains has the highest absorption in the 

visible range, which further confirms the higher doping concentration of Al dopants in g-ZnO 

monolayer. As obtained results are well matched with the reported experimental results on 

AZO thin films for doping concentrations higher than 18%.   
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Chapter 5 

 

ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURE AND OPTICAL 

PROPERTIES OF GaTe/MoTe2 HETEROSTRUCTURE 

UNDER DIFFERENT BIAXIAL STRAIN AND 

ELECTRIC FIELDS  

 

5.1 Introduction  

      The atomically thin 2D semiconductors are attracting significant attention nowadays 

for various electronic and optoelectronic applications such as field-effect transistors (FETs), 

photodetectors [352, 353], p-n junction diodes [354, 355], photovoltaic cells [356, 357], light-

emitting devices [358], etc. However, all intrinsic 2D-monolayer materials are limited by 

their inherent properties which restricted their use in applications that demand controllable 

electronic and optical properties [319, 359, 360]. To overcome this issue, one solution is to 

construct 2D van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures by assembling different 2D materials of 

different bandgaps  [218, 226]. In recent years, the 2D heterostructures are highly explored 

by the device community due to their atomically thin nature, large surface area, and various 

degrees of freedom [218-220]. It is also expected that some new phenomena/properties can 

emerge by the weak vdW interaction among heterostructure bilayers. They are divided 

mainly into vertical and lateral heterostructures, among which vertical stacking of 2D vdW 

heterostructures attracts more consideration [221-224]. Many technologies can effectively 

improve the photoelectric properties of heterojunction, such as doping of inverse layer, 

electrostatic self-assembled layer-by-layer technology, and surface modification method 

[228-231]. The application of 2D heterostructure mainly depends upon atomic 

commensurability, interlayer interaction, charge transfer, and band alignment between 

constituent 2D materials when heterostructure is formed [225-227]. 

The 2H-phase MoTe2 monolayer is a member of the 2D-TMDCs family with a direct 

bandgap (~1.1 eV)  and broad absorption from ultraviolet (UV) -visible to infrared (IR) 

region [361, 362]. The GaTe monolayer is an emerging group-III 2D-MMC material with its 
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main absorption ability only in the UV (λ < 400 nm) region. However, both 2D 

semiconductors i.e. MoTe2 and GaTe are not suitable for various applications that require 

strong visible absorption. Recently, Opoku et. al.[363] reported MTe2/GaTe (M = Mo and W) 

vdW heterostructures as promising photovoltaic solar cell materials. It is noted that all the 

properties of vdW heterostructures such as bandgap, band alignment, and optical properties 

are very much sensitive to external perturbations such as mechanical strain, external electric 

fields, and the interlayer twist angle [110, 111, 244].  Thus, it is also very important to 

understand the tunability of vdW heterostructures under various external factors. Many vdW 

heterostructures studies reported so far involve MoTe2 or GaTe as one of the constituent 

monolayers under various mechanical strains and external electric field values, for various 

optoelectronics and energy applications [47, 85, 110, 172, 234, 243]. However, so far no 

work is reported on the modulation of electronic structure and optical properties of 

GaTe/MoTe2 vdW heterostructures under various external perturbations such as external 

biaxial strain and electric field.  

      Therefore in this work, we vertically stacked GaTe and MoTe2 monolayers to form 

GaTe/MoTe2 vdW heterostructures and investigate their stability, electronic structure, and 

optical properties using Hybrid-DFT calculations. Among four heterostructure 

configurations, the most stable GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure is selected based on the 

minimum binding energy (Eb) calculations. Further, tunability of band alignment and optical 

spectra are investigated under biaxial strain range from -9% to +9% and Eext varying between 

-1 V/Å to +1 V/Å. Our finding suggests that within a practically achievable strain and Eext 

value, a direct band gap, type-II alignment, and excellent visible response are observed in the 

GaTe/MoTe2 vdW heterostructure. This shows that the GaTe/MoTe2 vdW heterostructure is 

an attractive excellent candidate for various optoelectronics and energy device applications. 

5.2 Computational Methods 

      All the DFT calculations are performed using the Synopsys Quantum-ATK package 

[364]. The exchange-correlation interaction is described by GGA in the PBE form [323]. The 

energy cut-off for the LCAO basis electron wave function expansion is set to 125 Hartree. 

The vdWs interactions are adopted by the semi-empirical DFT-D2 dispersion-correction 

approach [365]. All the structures are fully optimized to minimize the system's total energy 

until the force on each atom is less than 0.01 eV/Å within a tolerance of 1×10-6. The 

Brillouin-zone integrations are sampled by Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh with a grid sampling of 

5×5×1. A vacuum space set larger than 22 Å is included perpendicular to the hetero surface 
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to eliminate the coupling between adjacent cells. In addition, we have also calculated the 

bandgap of monolayers using the HSE06 hybrid functional due to the underestimation of the 

band gap using the PBE exchange-correlation function [289].  

      To study the optical absorption properties, the frequency-dependent complex dielectric 

function ε (ω) =ε1 (ω) + ε2 (ω) is calculated. The energy-dependent absorption coefficient 

α (ω) can be deduced from ε1 and ε2 and mathematically written as [366] 

  2 2 1/ 2
1 2 1

2
[ ( ( ) ( ) ) ( )]  2  

k

C
                                                     (5.1)                                  

Where ω is the frequency of light, c is the velocity of light 𝜅 is the extinction coefficient. The 

imaginary part ε2 (ω) is used to measure the optical absorption in materials and the real part ε1 

(ω) is associated with dispersion in materials deduced from the imaginary part ε2 by the well-

known Kramer-Kronig relation [367].                                                                                                

5.3. Results and Discussions 

5.3.1 The atomic and electronic structure of MoTe2 and GaTe monolayer  

       Before making the heterostructure, the crystal structure and electronic bandgap of 

individual GaTe and MoTe2 monolayers are investigated using PBE and HSE06 functionals. 

The GaTe monolayer has a hexagonal structure with a lattice constant a = b = 4.134 Å, with a 

repeating unit of Te-Ga-Ga-Te sequence via covalent bonds as shown in Fig. 5.1 (a). 

Similarly, the MoTe2 monolayer also has a hexagonal structure with lattice constant a = b = 

3.52 Å with intralayer atoms sandwiched in the order of Te-Mo-Te shown in Fig. 5.1 (b). The 

bond lengths between Ga-Te and Mo-Te bonds are 2.71 Å and 2.72 Å [47, 85]. All the 

optimized lattice constants are well matching with the reported experimental and theoretical 

results [47, 88, 243].  

      Fig. 5.1 (c) and (d) show the electronic band structure of GaTe and MoTe2 monolayer 

determined using PBE (--dash lines) and HSE06 (solid lines) functionals. The GaTe shows 

semiconducting nature with an indirect bandgap of 1.47 eV [368], where the valence band 

maximum (VBM) lies at the Γ point and conduction band minimum (CBM) located at the M 

point with the standard DFT-PBE results. Similarly, the MoTe2 is a direct-gap semiconductor 

with a bandgap of 1.14 eV [361], where VBM and CBM are both located at the K point [85]. 

It is well known that PBE functional underestimates the bandgap; therefore, Hybrid 

functional is used to calculate the more accurate value of bandgap and optical properties. By 

using the HSE06 functional, the bandgap values are 2.12 eV for GaTe and 1.57 eV for MoTe2 

monolayer, respectively [85, 368]. 
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Fig. 5.1 Schematic atomic structure of (a) GaTe and (b) MoTe2 monolayer side view; the top view of (c) GaTe 

and (d) MoTe2 monolayer and the electronic band structures of (e) GaTe and (f) MoTe2 monolayer, using PBE 

(dash line) and HSE06 (solid lines) functionals. 

 

5.3.2 Formation and stability of GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructures with different stacking 

order 

The GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure is constructed by the vertical stacking of one GaTe 

monolayer on the top of the MoTe2 monolayer in a virtual Nano lab in Quantum-ATK [87].  

For the construction of the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure, we have taken a √6 × √6 ×1 GaTe 

and 2×2×1 MoTe2 supercells, with lattice mismatch of ~0.34%, where the MoTe2 is strained 

with respect to GaTe monolayer when building the heterostructure stacking model. Further, 

the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure with four different stacking patterns labeled as A, B, C, and 

D has been constructed to obtain the most stable configurations.  

The top and side views of different stacking patterns are shown in Fig. 5.2 (a) to (d). To 

determine the relative stability, the binding energy (Eb) is calculated for each GaTe/MoTe2 

heterostructure configuration by using the following relation [234, 369] 

𝐸 = 𝐸 /  − 𝐸 − 𝐸                                        (5.2)                                  

Where, 𝐸 / , 𝐸  and 𝐸  represent the total energy of the GaTe/MoTe2 

heterostructure, GaTe, and MoTe2 monolayers, respectively. By using eq. (2), the calculated 
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Eb of the A, B, C, and D stacking models are given as -1.40 eV, -1.404 eV, -1.41 eV, and -

1.39 eV, respectively, suggesting that these structures are energetically favorable. Based on 

the Eb values, the trend of stability is analyzed, which is given as C>B>A>D. The most 

stable stacking pattern is stacking model- C, where the Te atom locates at the top site of the 

Mo atom. Therefore, for further study, we have taken stacking pattern (C) into account.  

 

Fig. 5.2 The top and side views of stacking patterns of the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructures (a) A, where the Ga 

atom is on the top of the Te atom (b) B, where the Te atom is on the Te atom (c) C, where Te atom on top of Mo 

atom and (d) D, where Ga atom on the top of Mo atom 

Furthermore, we have determined the optimized interlayer distance (din) in the 

GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure (Te-Mo), by calculating Eb with the varying value of din as 

shown in Fig. 5.3 (a). The lowest value of the din is ~3.7 Å for the most stable position. Fig. 

5.3 (b) shows the effective potential plot of the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure along the z-

direction, by applying Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. It can be seen that 

MoTe2 has a deeper potential than GaTe and a large potential difference (ΔV) of ~15.3 eV 

across the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructures. The presence of such huge ΔV implies that the 

charge transfer and injection are influenced by a strong electrostatic field. The schematic 

diagram of the band alignment of GaTe and MoTe2 monolayer in GaTe/MoTe2 

heterostructure is shown in Fig. 5.3 (c), which shows typical type-I band alignment. The 

electron affinity (χ) and work function are the energy difference between CBM and Fermi 

level (EF) to vacuum level, as displayed in Fig. 5.3 (c). As obtained values of χ are 3.51 eV 

and 3.75 eV, and the value of work function are  4.16 eV and 4.26 eV for GaTe and MoTe2 

monolayer respectively, which is well-matched with the literature [227, 370].  
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Fig. 5.3 (a) The Eb versus the din for the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure of C stacking pattern (b) Effective 

potential plot at GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructures, showing an ΔV ~ 15.3 eV (c) Band alignment of individual 

GaTe and MoTe2 monolayer in GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure. It is observed that GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure 

has typical type-I band alignment 

 

5.4.3 The electronic structure and the optical properties of GaTe/MoTe2 vdW 
heterostructure 

       The projected electronic band structure and the density of state (PDOS) of the most 

stable GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure (Te-Mo) are analyzed in detail using HSE06 functional as 

shown in Fig. 5.4 (a) and (b). The calculated bandgap of GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure is 1.5 

eV, which is indirect in nature with bandgap transition from K→M in the Brillouin zone. It is 

observed that the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure has a typical type-I band alignment (matched 

with Fig. 5.3(c)), where CBM and VBM of the heterostructure both come from the MoTe2 

layer (blue solid line).  The electrons and holes are localized in the CBM and VBM of the 

MoTe2 layers. The PDOS of GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure shows that the CBM and VBM 

both are dominated by the 4d orbital of the Mo atom, and the 5p orbitals from Te mainly 

originated from the MoTe2 monolayer. These PDOS results are consistent with the projected 

band structures observations. 
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Fig. 5.4 The projected (a) band structure and DOS of the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure determined from HSE06 

functional; Red and blue solid lines represent the GaTe and MoTe2 components, respectively. The band 

structure shows indirect bandgap type-I heterostructure, where CBM and VBM both have a contribution from 

the MoTe2 monolayer; Fermi level is indicated by a dashed green line, the orbital contribution from Mo (4d), Ga 

(4p) and Te (5p) is included  

       The optical absorption spectra of the individual GaTe, MoTe2 monolayers as well as 

GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure are compared as shown in Fig.  5.5. For the GaTe monolayer, 

the ability to absorb UV and deep UV light with a wavelength < 500 nm is stronger than 

absorbing visible light, whereas the MoTe2 monolayer has a broad absorption spectrum 

covering from UV-visible to the NIR region [361]. However, as constructed GaTe/MoTe2 

heterostructure has excellent sharp absorption only in the visible region, which makes it a 

potential candidate for optoelectronics and photocatalytic water splitting reaction 

applications.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.5 Comparison of the absorption spectra of the GaTe monolayer (red dot line), MoTe2 monolayer (blue 

dash line), and GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure (black solid line) using HSE06 functional 
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5.4.4 Modulation of electronic band structure and band alignment under biaxial strain and   

external electric field   

Although the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure has excellent visible absorption, due to 

type-I band alignment, the separation of electron and hole pair is limited, which can restrict 

its uses in various optoelectronics and energy applications. Therefore, we have applied εxy 

and Eext to study the modulation of the electronic structure, band alignment, and optical 

spectra of the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure. 

       Biaxial strain engineering has been used significantly for exploring the novel 

phenomenon in 2D materials and its heterostructures devices [98, 110].  Here, we used 

biaxial strain to study the modulation in the electronic structure, band alignment, and optical 

properties of GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructures. It is applied by setting the lattice parameters of 

heterostructure in a given direction to a fixed value (smaller and larger), allowing the atomic 

positions to relax. The magnitude of ε is defined as ε = (a0 - a)/a × 100%, where a0 and a are 

the lattice constants of the strained and unstrained GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure respectively. 

The value of εxy has been taken from -9% to +9%, where + and - signs represent the tensile 

and compressive strain respectively. Fig. 5.6 (a) and (b) show the variation of interlayer 

distance and binding energy with biaxial strain. The interlayer distance decreases with the 

increase of εxy from -9% to +9%. From Fig. 5.6(b), it is clear that for higher biaxial strain 

values, the stability of the heterostructure decreases. 

 

Fig. 5.6 Variation of (a) interlayer distance and (b) Eb of GaTe/MoTe2 vdW heterostructure with biaxial strain. 

      The projected band structure of GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructures at different values of εxy 

is shown in Fig. 5.7 (a)-(h) respectively. At εxy = +1% tensile strain, the bandgap becomes 

direct (K-K) with type-I band alignment where both the CBM and VBM contributed from 

MoTe2 layer (blue) as shown in Fig. 5.7 (a). As we increase the εxy ≥+2% to +9%, the band 
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alignment become type-II, where CBM is dominated by contributions from the MoTe2 layer 

(blue) and VBM contributed from the GaTe layer (red) as shown in Fig. 5.7 (b), (c) and (d).  

 

Fig. 5.7 The projected band structures of the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure for different tensile (+) and 

compressive (-) strains; (a) 1 % (b) 3% (c) 5% (d) 9% and (e) -1% (f) -4% (g) -5% and (h) -9%. The 

contributions of GaTe and MoTe2 layers are described by the red and blue lines, respectively. 

By further increasing the tensile strain > +9%, a semiconductor-to-metallic transition 

tends to start. Further, by application of compressive strain at ε = -1 %, a nominal increase in 

the indirect bandgap (K-M) observe, while keep maintaining the type-I band alignment nature 

as shown in Fig. 5.7 (e). A similar behavior shows at -3% strain with a decreased indirect 

bandgap (Fig. 5.7 (f)). However, at ε = -5% and -9%, the VBM is shifted from K to Γ point 

but it maintained its type-I band alignment as shown in Fig. 5.7 (g) and (h). These variations 

in bandgap and band alignment are mainly attributed to the interlayer interaction and charge 

transfer between GaTe and MoTe2 layer [110, 369]. It is seen that the bandgap linearly 

decreases with the increase of both tensile and compressive strains for GaTe/MoTe2 vdW 

heterostructure. We have observed a clear band alignment transition from the type-I to type-II 

heterostructure in the strain range εxy = +2% to +9%. 

       Now, we have investigated the effect of Eext varying from -1 V/Å to +1 V/Å with an 

interval step of 0.2 V/Å applied perpendicular along the z-direction on the GaTe/MoTe2 

heterostructure. The (+) ve Eext direction specified from MoTe2 to GaTe monolayer. Fig. 5.8 

(a)-(f) shows the projected band structure of the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure under various 
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Eext -field values.  The change in the interlayer distance under various Eext values is not 

significant; therefore it is not shown here in the Thesis. As we know that at 0 V/Å, it has a 

typical type-I band alignment where both CBM and VBM contribute from MoTe2 monolayer 

with indirect K-M transition. As we applied +0.2 V/Å E-field, the CBM shifts from M to K 

point, and typical type-I band alignment is observed with a direct bandgap as shown in Fig. 

5.8 (a). However, by increasing the positive (+ve) Eext -field from +0.4 V/Å to +1 V/Å, the 

band alignment turns to type-II with indirect bandgap where CBM contributes from MoTe2 

and VBM contributes from GaTe monolayer as shown in Fig. 5.8 (b), (c) and (d). While we 

applied the negative Eext (-) field, at -0.2 V/Å it shows that the contributions of VBM and 

CBM both are coming from MoTe2 (blue) monolayer, which implies type-I band alignment 

as shown in Fig. 5.8 (e). However, from -0.6 V/Å to -1 V/Å, the contribution of CBM starts 

to shift from MoTe2 (blue) to GaTe (red) and VBM remains the same from the MoTe2 layer 

as shown in Fig. 5.8 (f), (g) and (h). Therefore, the type of band alignment changes from 

type-I to II under the influence of a higher negative +E field in the GaTe/MoTe2 

heterostructure. A continuous decrease of bandgap was observed with the increase of both the 

(+) and (-) Eext -fields.  

 

Fig. 5.8 The projected band structures of the GaTe/MoTe2 vdW heterostructure for different positive and 

negative Eext. The contributions of GaTe and MoTe2 layers are described by the red and blue lines, respectively. 
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Further, the variation of the bandgap and band alignment of GaTe/MoTe2 vdW 

heterostructure with different εxy and Eext are shown in Fig. 5.9 (a) and (b) respectively. It is 

seen that the bandgap linearly decreases with the increase in both tensile and compressive 

strains for GaTe/MoTe2 vdW heterostructure as shown in Fig. 5.9 (a). In the case of -9% to 

+1% biaxial strain, it shows type-I band alignment, although from +2% tensile strain up to 

+9%, the band alignment changes from type-I to type-II. The bandgap variation of the 

GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure as a function of Eext has been presented in Fig. 5.9 (b). It is seen 

that the bandgap initially increases up to a certain range of +ve Eext and then decreases 

linearly with increasing Eext. In the case of +ve E-field, the band alignment is type-I up to 

+0.3 V/Å. However, for the applied E-field of +0.4 V/Å to +1 V/Å, the band alignment 

changes from type-I to type-II. In the case of negative Eext, the bandgap linearly decreases 

with the increasing -ve values and the band alignment retains type-I from -0.1 V/ Å to -0.5 

V/Å. Then from -0.6 V/Å to -1 V/Å, the band alignment again turns to type II. Therefore, in 

both cases, the bandgap eventually achieved a semiconductor-to-metal transition at a 

particular larger value of Eext.  

 
Fig. 5.9 The variations of the bandgap of GaTe/MoTe2 vdW heterostructure with (a) biaxial tensile and 

compressive strain (b) different (+) and (-) Eext.  

 

5.4.5 Modulation in Optical Properties under biaxial strain and external electric field 

       Finally, we investigated the modulation of absorption spectra of GaTe/MoTe2 

heterostructure under the application of εxy and Eext as shown in Fig. 5.10 (a)-(d). A clear red 

shift in the absorption spectra is observed for εxy up to ±9% as shown in Fig. 5.10 (a)-(b). 

However, under Eext varying from - 1 V/Å to +1 V/Å, no such shift is visible as shown in Fig. 

5.10 (c)-(d). The broadening in the optical spectra from the visible to the infrared region is 
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noticeable with the increase of the εxy up to ±9%. Under εxy from >+2% up to +9%, the 

GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure has strong optical visible absorption with type-II band 

alignment. Similarly, the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure has type-II band alignment and 

excellent visible absorption at +0.4 V/Å to +1 V/Å, and  -0.6 V/Å to -1 V/Å. By comparing 

band alignment and optical spectra under εxy and Eext, it is clear that GaTe/MoTe2 

heterostructure is a potential candidate for various optoelectronics and photocatalytic water 

splitting reactions.  

A schematic illustration showing the variation of band alignment of GaTe/MoTe2 

heterostructures under εxy and Eext for the photocatalytic splitting reaction is shown in Fig. 

5.11. 

 
Fig. 5.10 Optical absorption spectra of the GaTe/MoTe2 vdW heterostructure with different values of (a) tensile 

strain (b) compressive strain (c) (+) Eext and (d) (-) Eext. 
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Fig. 5.11 Schematic illustration of the (a) Type-I and (b) Type-II conventional photocatalytic GaTe/MoTe2 

heterojunction  

 

5.4 Conclusions: 

      In summary, we systematically investigated the design, formation, and stability of 

GaTe/MoTe2-based 2D heterostructure using hybrid- DFT calculations. Out of the four 

stacking configurations of the heterostructure, the most stable configuration is selected based 

on the minimum Eb value. The optimized 2D-GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure has an indirect 

bandgap of 1.5 eV, having type-I band alignment and excellent optical absorption in the 

visible region. Due to the type-I alignment, electrons and holes both reside in the MoTe2 

monolayer, restricting its use in various optoelectronic and energy applications. Therefore, 

the band alignment and optical spectra of the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure are investigated 

under the varying external biaxial strain and electric field. It is observed that for εxy > +2% 

and Eext between +0.4 V/Å to +1 V/Å, and -0.6 V/Å to -1 V/Å, the band alignment changes 

from type-I to type-II, with the high optical visible absorption of order 105 cm-1. All of these 

properties under εxy and Eext make the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure a promising 

multifunctional heterostructures device for next-generation 2D electronics applications. 
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Chapter 6 

 

n-WS2 QDS/p-Si (0D-3D) AND p-WSe2 NSs/ n-WS2 QDS/p-

Si (2D-0D-3D) MIXED-DIMENSIONAL MULTILAYER 

HETEROSTRUCTURES BASED HIGH 

PERFORMANCE BROADBAND PHOTODETECTOR 

 

6.1. Introduction 

       2D-TMDC semiconductors such as MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2 have attracted 

significant attention for the next-generation optoelectronic devices due to their atomically 

thin nature, tunable bandgap property, zero dangling bonds, ultrahigh mobility, etc. [274, 

297, 298, 371].  The absence of dangling bonds in 2D materials enables them to MD 

heterostructures with 0D, 1D, and 3D materials [235, 241, 276]. These MD heterostructures 

provide a distinctive platform for next-generation 2D electronics [297].  

After the introduction of MD heterostructures by Jariwala et al.[241], several 

researchers have explored MD heterostructures for photodetection applications [235, 236, 

242-245]. Mukherjee et. al. [238] reported a 0D/2D (PbS–MoS2) hybrid heterostructure-

based photodetector to demonstrate a broad responsivity covering the visible and Infrared 

(IR) regions. Pataniya et. al. [239] demonstrated a flexible 2D-WSe2 NSs/Graphite MD 

heterostructure-based photodetector for optoelectronic device applications. Selamneni et. al. 

[240] explored 0D–2D n-WS2-QDs/p-SnS hybrid heterostructures for highly responsive 

flexible broadband photodetectors. However, no significant experimental demonstrations 

have been reported yet on multilayer MD heterostructures-based photodetectors. 

Several studies show that the WSe2/WS2 bilayer vdW heterostructures hold great 

promise for various optoelectronic device applications [275, 372, 373]. Interestingly, the bulk 

WSe2 is an indirect bandgap (~1.2 eV) material [54] whereas the WSe2 monolayer shows a 

direct bandgap (~1.65 eV) nature suitable for photodetection applications  [374]. Among 

various methods reported for the synthesis of WSe2 nanostructures, solvothermal synthesis is 
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considered to be a cost-effective scalable method to obtain 2D-WSe2 nanosheets (NSs) [139, 

375]. On the other hand, the WS2 possesses excellent electronic and optical properties at 

room temperature [376]. The 0D-Quantum dots (QDs) of WS2 have higher bandgap energy 

than that of the 2D-WSe2 materials due to enhanced quantum-confinement effects [375, 377, 

378]. The 0D-WS2 QDs can be successfully synthesized by the low-cost hydrothermal 

method [115].  In this paper, we have explored different dimensional materials of WSe2 and 

WS2 to fabricate multilayer MD heterostructures for photodetection applications. Here, first, 

we have fabricated 0D-WS2 QDs /3D-p-Si based MD heterostructures, and then 2D-WSe2 

NSs are deposited on the top of 0D-WS2 QDs to fabricate 2D-0D-3D (WSe2/WS2/p-Si) 

multilayer MD heterostructures based broadband photodetectors. The WSe2 NSs and WS2-

QDs were synthesized by solvothermal and hydrothermal methods respectively. The 

electrical and photo response characteristics of the 0D-WS2 QDs /3D-p-Si and 2D-WSe2/0D-

WS2/3D-p-Si devices have been compared and analyzed in detail.  

6.2. Experimental details 

6.2.1 Chemical used  

       Sodium tungstate dihydrate (Na2WO4·2H2O, Purity 99%) and N, N dimethylformamide 

(DMF, anhydrous, purity 99.8%) were purchased from Emparta@ Merck, Se powder (-100 

mesh, purity 99.99% trace metals) was procured from Sigma-Aldrich © and Sodium 

borohydride (NaBH4, purity 98%) was purchased from Alfa Aesar for the solvothermal 

synthesis of WSe2 NSs. Here, Se powder and Sodium borohydride act as a precursor, Sodium 

tungstate dihydrate as a reducing agent, and N, N dimethylformamide as a solvent. All the 

chemicals are used in this work without any further purification. 

Also, for WS2 Quantum dots synthesis, Sodium tungstate dihydrate (Na2WO4·2H2O) was 

obtained from Emparta@ Merck, purity 99% and L-cysteine was purchased from Alfa Aesar. 

Here, L-cysteine is used as a sulfur source as well as a reducing agent. Throughout the 

synthesis, DI water was provided from the laboratory and was adopted for solution 

preparation. All the synthesis/fabrication work of my thesis was done at CRME lab, IIT 

BHU under Dr. Satyabrata Jit, Department of Electronics and Communication Engg., 

IIT BHU.  
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6.2.2 Synthesis of WSe2 nanosheets 

       The WSe2 nanosheets have been prepared using a solvothermal method. Firstly, 0.64 g of 

Se powder, 0.20 g of sodium borohydride, and 1.32 g of Na2WO4·2H2O were measured in a 

weighing machine one by one and then all powders are mixed and dissolved in 60 ml of DMF 

and stirred continuously for 2 hours. Then, the mixture was transferred in a Teflon-lined 

stainless-steel autoclave of a capacity of 100 ml and heated in the oven at 200°C for 48 hours. 

Further, leave it to naturally cool down and then the solution has been centrifuged at about 

5000 RPM to collect the black precipitates, and washed with distilled water and absolute 

ethanol several times. Following this step, the obtained black color precipitate was dried in an 

oven at 60° C for 24 hours. Finally, the WSe2 nanosheets were annealed at 400°C for 2 hours 

to improve the crystallinity. Lastly, the final product was obtained and stored in a vacuum 

desiccator for further characterization purposes. The schematic diagram of the synthesis of 

WSe2 NSs is shown in Fig. 6.1. Different forms of WSe2 Nanosheets after synthesis are 

shown in Fig. 6.2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6.1 Schematic diagram of Colloidal synthesis process for WSe2 Nanosheets 
 

 
 (a)                       (b)                    (c)                     (d) 

Fig: 6.2 (a) Solution of as-prepared WSe2-NSs before annealing (b) WSe2 NSs powder after annealing at 200°C 
for 2 hrs (c) WSe2 NSs powder dispersed in IPA for further use. (d) WSe2 NSs final solution under UV light to 
show the luminescence. 
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6.2.3 Synthesis of WS2 quantum dots 

         WS2 QDs have been synthesized by the hydrothermal process. In this synthesis 

process, 0.25 g Na2WO4·2H2O was dissolved in 25 ml of DI water and stirred for 45 minutes. 

Simultaneously 0.5 g L-cysteine was dissolved in 50 mL DI water and stirred continuously for 

45 minutes. Both the above-prepared solutions were uniformly mixed and the pH of the 

resultant solution was adjusted to 3 pH level by slowly adding 0.1M HCl solution in a dropwise 

manner. Once the solution reached 3 pH, it was stirred for 20-30 minutes. The solution was 

then poured into a stainless-lined Teflon autoclave of 200 ml capacity and placed in an oven 

for hydrothermal reaction. Initially, the temperature was set to 120°C for 2.5 hours and then it 

was set to 190°C for 46 hours. After the reaction was completed, the oven was naturally cooled 

to room temperature, yielding a light yellowish color solution containing WS2-QDs. The 

obtained solution was then filtered in a dialysis bag for 2-3 days. The schematic diagram of the 

synthesis of WS2 QDs is shown in Fig. 6.3. Different forms of WS2 QDs after every stage of 

synthesis are shown in Fig. 6.4. 

 
Fig.6.3 Schematic diagram of Colloidal synthesis process for WS2 Quantum dots 

 

Fig: 6.4 (a) Solution of as-prepared WS2-QDs (b) WS2 QDs solution after filtration by dialysis bag for 2-3 days. 

(c) WS2 QDs solution under UV light to show the luminescence. 
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6.2.4 Fabrication of n-WS2 QDs/p-Si (0D-3D) and p-WSe2 nanosheets/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si 
(2D-0D-3D) heterojunction devices 

              The p-Si wafers were first cleaned by TCE, acetone, piranha solution, and HF in a 

sequential manner followed by drying at 60°C. The wafers were finally cleaned by Ar plasma 

treatment (using Femto Science Inc., CUTE, Korea). Next, the as-prepared WS2 QDs solution 

was spin-coated on the cleaned p-Si substrates at 1500 rpm for 40 sec. The process was 

repeated 3-4 times and then the coated film was dried at 100°C to eradicate solvent residues. 

For WSe2 NSs, the as-synthesized WSe2 powder was ultra-sonicated for 1 hour. It was 

dissolved in the 2-propanol solvent at the rate of 1 mg/ml. The WSe2 NSs solution was spin-

coated on the n-WS2 QDs coated p-Si substrates at 2000 rpm for 30 sec. The process was 

repeated twice and the resultant film was dried at 80°C to eradicate solvent residues 

Both the n-WS2 QDs/p-Si (0D-3D) and p-WSe2 NSs/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si (2D-0D-3D) 

MD heterostructures were processed for metallization for preparing two types of 

photodetectors.  The metal contacts were deposited on the front and back sides of the MD 

heterostructures for device applications [379]. The Ag metal dots of size 1 mm were grown 

on the front side using a shadow mass technique while Al/Ti (∼60/40 nm) was deposited on 

the back side of p-Si substrates by a thermal evaporation method using a vacuum coating 

method (FL400 SMART COAT 3.0 A, Hind High Vacuum, India) at a vacuum level of ~ 

4×10-6 mbar and ~ 0.1 nm/s deposition rate. The effective area of a single Ag dot was ∼ 3.14 

× 10−2 cm2. The schematic diagrams of both sets of MD heterostructures devices are shown 

in Fig. 6.5 (a) and (b).  

 
Fig. 6.5 Schematic diagram of the mixed-dimensional heterostructures based on (a) (0D-3D) n-WS2 QDs/p-Si (b) 

(2D-0D-3D) p-WSe2 NSs/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si  
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6.3. Results and Discussions  
 

6.3.1 Structural and Optical characterization of WSe2 Nanosheets 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.6 (a) SEM images and (b) high-magnification SEM image of graphene-like WSe2 nanosheets   

 
 

 
Fig. 6.7 (a) TEM images of graphene-like WSe2 nanosheets (b, c) HRTEM image of the selected region (d) 

shows the corresponding SAED pattern. 
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        The structural characterization of as-prepared WSe2 NSs is carried out by SEM and 

HRTEM as shown in Fig. 6.6 and 6.7. The SEM images of the WSe2 NSs sample are shown in 

Fig. 6.6(a) and (b). From Fig. 6.6(a) we can observe that the obtained WSe2 possesses a clear 

sheet-like structure. It is seen from Fig. 6.6(b) of the high-magnification SEM image that the 

WSe2 having few layers of nanosheets with some folded edges like graphene structure matches 

with previously reported results [380]. The TEM image shown in Fig. 6.7(a) again 

demonstrates that the WSe2 nanosheets were curved and folded edges including many ultrathin 

layers. Fig. 6.7(b) and (b) show the HRTEM images of WSe2 nanosheets. Fig. 6.7(b) reveals 

that the WSe2 NSs consist of 9-15 layers and the interlayer spacing is found to be 0.275 nm 

calculated from the lattice fringes of WSe2 which correspond to the (100) plane shown in Fig. 

6.7(c). The (004) and (100) planes in the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns 

(Fig. 6.7(d)) confirm a high crystalline quality of the as-synthesized ultrathin nanosheets of 

WSe2.   

 
Fig. 6.8 (a) The XRD pattern and (b) the Raman spectrum of graphene-like WSe2 nanosheets 

 
The XRD patterns of the obtained WSe2 NSs sample reveals the diffraction peaks at 

13.5°, 28.10°, 30.16°, 34.89°, 37.11°, 45.02°, 50.31°, and 59.87° which corresponds to the 

(002), (004), (100), (101), (103), (006), (015) and (110) crystal planes of the hexagonal WSe2 

system [139, 140], respectively with a space group of P63/mmc (JCPDS card no. 38-1388) 

shown in Fig. 6.8(a). There are two strong peaks observed in the Raman spectrum of WSe2 

NSs as shown in Fig. 6.8(b). A robust peak appeared at 250.1 cm−1, corresponding to the in-

plane E1
2g mode of WSe2 [140, 381]. The blue shifting of the E1

2g peak, as compared to the 

bulk WSe2 (251.6 cm−1) observed, shows the confinement of thickness in synthesized few-

layer WSe2 NSs. Another Raman peak at 303 cm−1 (B2g
1 mode) is observed due to the 

interlayer interaction [381]. The sharpness of the peak in the Raman spectrum is attributed to 

the ordered arrangement of W and Se-atoms in the lattice structure. These RAMAN peaks are 
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confirms that the 2H-polymorph of WSe2 multilayer nanosheets was successfully 

synthesized. 

 
Fig. 6.9 (a) UV-visible absorbance spectra of the WSe2 NSs (b) Photoluminescence spectra of pristine WSe2 

NSs with different excitation wavelengths, (c) photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra of WSe2 NSs. 

 

        The optical properties of the as-prepared WSe2 NSs have been measured by UV-Visible 

spectrum and excitation wavelength-dependent PL spectra shown in Fig. 6.9. In Fig. 6.9(a), 

shows the absorption spectrum of WSe2 nanosheets with four resonances observed at 770 nm 

(A) and 583 nm (B),  408 nm (C) and  326 nm (D). The excitonic resonances peak at A and B 

due to inter-layer and intra-layer perturbation [260]. The ‘A’ peak corresponds to the band 

gap of about 1.61 eV of WSe2 NSs, which matches the reported bandgap of Pataniya et. al. 

[382]. Moreover, the C and D peaks are attributed to the Van Hove singularities which lead to 

strong absorption. Fig. 6.9(b) depicts the excitonic wavelength-dependent photoluminescence 

(PL) spectrum of the WSe2 NSs, where the highest PL peak is located at λ=432 nm under an 

excitation wavelength (𝜆 ) of 375 nm [383]. Photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra 

of WSe2 showed a maximum excitation wavelength at 375 nm, and a maximum emission 

wavelength at 432 nm shown in Fig. 6.9(c).  

6.3.2 Structural and Optical Characterization of WS2 quantum dots 

 
Fig. 6.10 (a) HRTEM image of WS2 QDs, (b) Size distribution histogram plot of WS2 QDs 
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The structural properties and size distribution of WS2 quantum dots have been 

determined by HRTEM as shown in Fig. 6.10. It is observed that the size distribution of WS2 

QDs shows uniform dispersion without any apparent accumulation. The lateral size 

distribution of WS2 QDs is a Gaussian profile as shown in Fig. 6.10 (b) gives the maximum 

size of QDs as 2.4 nm. 

 
Fig. 6.11 (a) the XRD pattern and (b) the XPS of WS2 quantum dots 

 

      The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of WS2 QDs gives peaks at 16.06°, 24.6°, 27.34°, 

31.13°, and 44.76° and they can be indexed to (002), (004), (100), (101) and (006) crystal 

planes of the 2H-phase WS2 crystal shown in Fig. 6.11 (a). Fig. 6.11 (b) shows the whole XPS 

survey spectra of WS2 QDs which represent the presence of W, S, C, and O for our synthesized 

QDs.  

 

Fig. 6.12 (a) UV-visible absorbance spectra (b) PL spectra of pristine WS2 QDs with the different excitation 

wavelengths 
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The optical characterizations of the as-prepared WS2 QDs are investigated by UV-

Visible spectroscopy and excitation wavelength-dependent PL spectra shown in Fig. 6.12 (a) 

and (b), respectively. The UV-visible spectrum of the QDs in Fig. 6.12 (a) shows strong 

absorption mainly in the UV region. The inset of Fig. 6.12 (a) estimates the excitonic bandgap 

of ~ 414 nm. It is well known that the bandgap of QDs is dependent on their size. The smaller 

sizes QDs have larger bandgaps and vice versa. The enhancement in band gap due to the 

reduction in the size of the QDs is attributed to the enhanced effect of the quantum confinement 

of carriers. The average size of QDs estimated from the data shown in Fig. 6.10 (b) is around 

2.4 nm. The PL spectra shown in Fig. 6.12 (b) exhibit the  strongest emission at 414 nm (2.99 

eV) due to the excitonic transitions between the conduction band minima (CBM) to the valence 

band minimum (VBM) [22] under an excitation wavelength  (𝜆 ) of 320 nm. For the 𝜆  in 

300 nm−340 nm, the WS2 QDs demonstrated an excitation-independent emission band. 

However, for low-energy excitations with 𝜆  in 360−460 nm, the emission band shows 

dependency on  𝜆  as observed in Fig. 6.12 (b). 

 
6.3.3 Electrical and Photodetection characteristics of the (0D-3D) and (2D-0D-3D) MD 
heterostructures based devices 

Electrical and optical characterizations are performed using a probe station connected to a 
semiconductor parameter analyzer (Keysight, USA, model No. B1500) under ambient 
conditions at room temperature. The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the  n-WS2 QDs/p-
Si (0D-3D) and  p-WSe2 NS/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si (2D-0D-3D) heterostructures are compared under 
dark and light illumination conditions as shown in Fig. 6.13 (a)-(b). Both the 0D-3D and 2D-
0D-3D MD devices show rectifying I-V characteristics with rectification ratios (i.e. forward 
bias current (IF) to reverse bias current (IR) ratio) of ~18.12 and 578, respectively.  Thus, the 
use of additional 2D layers of p-WSe2 NSs on the n-WS2 QDs (0D) coated p-Si substrate (3D) 
drastically enhances the IF/IR ratio over the 0D-3D MD heterostructure device. This confirms 
the formation of a good quality p-WSe2 NSs/n-WS2 QDs heterojunction interface. The ideality 
factors (η) of the two devices are obtained as ∼9.05 for the 0D-3D device and 7.5 for the 2D-
0D-3D device. The high value of η (>2) of the n-WS2 QDs/p-Si MD structure is attributed to 
the trapped charges at the MD heterojunction interface which play a dominant role in the 
current transport of MD heterostructure devices [163].  
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Fig. 6.13 Room temperature I-V characteristics of the (a) (0D-3D) n-WS2 QDs/p-Si (b) (2D-0D-3D) p-WSe2 

NSs/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si at dark and under the illumination of white light with a power intensity of 21.98 mW/cm2 

Table 6.1: Comparison of device performance of n-WS2 QDs/p-Si and p-WSe2 NS/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si 
heterostructure with Ag as top contact-based photodetectors 
 
Sl. no Device 

structure 
Responsivity 

(A/W) 

Detectivity 

(Jones) 

EQE 

(%) 

Rise 
Time 

(ms) 

Fall 
time 

(ms) 

References 

1 Ag/n-WS2 

QDs/p-Si/Ti/Al 
26.1 A/W 1.36 × 1012 9768% 810 

ms 
800 ms This work 

2 Ag/p-WSe2 

NS/n-WS2 

QDs/p-Si/Ti/Al 

214 A/W 2.35 x 1013 82710% 24 ms 21 ms This work 

3 CTS QDs/SnS2 

nanoflake- 

53.88 3.2 ×1013 20878% - - [276] 

4 n-ZnO CQDs/p-
TIPS-pentacene 

59.15  7.01 × 1013 19877% 4.20 s 4.01 s [175] 

5 Au/WSe2/ITO 0.1 - - 0.05 
ms 

0.02 ms [384] 

6 GQDs/p-
WSe2/n-Si 

0.707 4.51 × 109 - 0.2 ms - [277] 

7 WSe2 Nanoshee
ts/Graphite 

heterostructure 

0.006 1.94 × 108 1.25% 0.8 
sec 

1.4 sec [239] 

8 WS2/WSe2 heter
ojunction 

8.4 × 102  9.7 × 1011 - 19 ms 23 ms [275] 

9 WSe2/WS2 heter
ojunction 

216 mA/W - 50.2% 80 μs - [237] 
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Now, the responsivity (R) is defined as the ratio of the generated photocurrent density 

to the incident unit optical power and is expressed asNow, the wavelength-dependent R, D*, 

and EQE of (0D-3D) n-WS2 QDs/p-Si and (2D-0D-3D) p-WSe2 NS/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si 

heterostructure devices are compared and analyzed in details as shown in Fig. 6.14 (a) and (b). 

It is observed that both the devices show broadband spectral response ranging from  300 nm 

(ultraviolet) to 1100 nm (near infrared) region.  

The responsivity (R) is defined as the ratio of the generated photocurrent density to 

the incident unit optical power and is expressed as [385, 386] 

𝑅 =
( × )

                                                                                (6.1) 

Where 𝐼  is the photocurrent, P is the light intensity and A is the effective surface area of the 

devices. 

At -3 V reverse bias voltage, the (0D-3D) n-WS2 QDs/p-Si device gives the maximum R of 

26.1 A/W under the incident intensity of 7.26 μW/cm2 at 327 nm while the (2D-0D-3D) p-

WSe2 NS/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si device gives the maximum value of R as 214 A/W under 6.97 

μW/cm2 intensity at 322 nm. The 2D-0D-3D shows ‘R’ nearly 8 times higher than that of the 

0D-3D structure. Clearly, the 2D-0D-3D MD heterostructure device gives better performance 

than the 0D-3D MD heterostructure device.   

The detectivity, D*, is another important parameter of any photodetector device. It is 

directly proportional to the “R” of the device and is calculated by using the following equation 

[175, 176] 

𝐷∗ =
× ×

           (6.2) 

Where R is responsivity, e- is the charge of an electron, and Jd is the dark current density. The 

EQE of  the device can be expressed as [385]  

At -3 V reverse bias voltage, the maximum D* of the 0D-3D structure is measured as 1.36×1012 

Jones whereas the value of D* for the 2D-0D-3D MD heterostructure is obtained as 2.35×1013 

Jones at 327 nm and 322 nm with incident light intensities of 7.26 and 6.97 μW/cm2 

respectively. p-WSe2 NSs/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si structure shows nearly 17 times higher values of D* 

as compared to its n-WS2 QDs/p-Si (0D-3D) counterpart.  

The EQE of  the photodetectors can be computed using the following equation [385]  

𝐸𝑄𝐸 =  
×

 ( )
 × 100       (6.3) 
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where R is responsivity, and λ is the incident wavelength in nm. Fig. 6.14 (a-b) shows the plot 

of R, D*, and EQE with variation in wavelength.  

At -3 V reverse bias voltage, the (0D-3D) n-WS2 QDs/p-Si device gives the maximum EQE of 

9768 % whereas the (2D-0D-3D) p-WSe2 NSs/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si structure gives the maximum  

EQE of 82710 % at 327 nm and 322 nm wavelengths with corresponding incident light 

intensities of 7.26 and 6.97 μW/cm2, respectively.  

 

      The photo response of both devices covers the broadband spectral range of 300 nm to 1100 

nm. By comparison both, it is observed that the 2D-0D-3D devices have 8× higher R, and 17× 

higher D* as compared to (0D-3D) devices. All the proposed MD heterostructures 

photodetectors of (0D-3D) n-WS2 QDs/p-Si and (2D-0D-3D) p-WSe2 NSs/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si 

exhibits a promising EQE of 9768 % and 82710 % respectively at 327 nm and 322 nm 

wavelength of the incident light of 7.26 and 6.97 μW/cm2 intensity, respectively as shown in 

Fig. 6.14 (c) and (d).  Therefore, it can be concluded that the addition of WSe2 NSs improved 

R, D*, and EQE tremendously. 

 

Fig. 6.14 The wavelength-dependent R, D*and EQE of the (a, c) n-WS2 (0D-3D) QDs/p-Si (b, d) (2D-0D-3D) p-

WSe2 NSs/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si heterostructures photodetectors 
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         The transient photo response characteristics of the (0D-3D) n-WS2 QDs/p-Si and (2D-

0D-3D) p-WSe2 NS/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si devices under ON and OFF state of illumination intensity 

of 21.98 mW/cm2 at -3 V bias voltage are shown in Fig. 6.15 (a) and (b), respectively. The 

most crucial figures of merit of switching devices are the rise time and decay time. Fig. 6.15 

(c) and (d) show the rise time (τr) and fall time (τf) of both devices by using a white light 

source at -3 V applied bias. The calculated transient responses show τr = 810 ms and τf = 800 

ms for (0D-3D) n-WS2 QDs/p-Si device and τr = 24 ms, whereas τf = 21 ms for (2D-0D-3D) p-

WSe2 NS/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si. The values of τr and τf of the (2D-0D-3D) p-WSe2 NS/n-WS2 

QDs/p-Si appear to be nearly 34 and 38 times smaller than their corresponding values of (0D-

3D) /n-WS2 QDs/p-Si device. The measured τr and τf of the (2D-0D-3D) p-WSe2 NS/n-WS2 

QDs/p-Si device are also better than many other WSe2-based broadband photodetectors [239, 

387]. Various performance parameters of the proposed device have been compared with some 

reported devices in Table 6.1. Clearly, the (2D-0D-3D) p-WSe2 NS/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si multilayer 

MD heterostructure device shows better photodetection performance over the (0D-3D) n-WS2 

QDs/p-Si device.  

 

Fig. 6.15 (a, b) Transient photo response and (c, d) magnified image of single pulse for measurement of rise 

time and decay time of n.WS2 QDs/p-Si heterojunction with (a, c) before and (b, d) after p.WSe2 NS deposition 

under the illumination of white light with a power intensity of 21.98 mW/cm2 at -3 V bias voltage. 
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6.4 Conclusions 

       In conclusion, we have compared the photo response characteristics of (0D-3D) n-WS2 

QDs/p-Si and (2D-0D-3D) p-WSe2 NS/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si MD heterostructures. The WSe2 NSs 

and WS2 QDs are synthesized using solvothermal and hydrothermal techniques respectively. 

Before p-WSe2 NS deposition, the (0D-3D) n-WS2 QDs/p-Si heterostructures-based 

photodetector showed R, D* and EQE of 26.1 A/W, 1.36 × 1012 Jones and 9768% with τr = 810 

ms and τf = 800 ms respectively. However, after p-WSe2 NSs deposition, the (2D-0D-3D) p-

WSe2 NS/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si showed R, D*, and EQE of 214 A/W, 2.35×1013 Jones, and 82710% 

at 322 nm wavelength with very low τr and τf of 24 ms and 21 ms, respectively. Both devices 

showed a broadband photo response characteristic ranging from UV to near-IR (300 nm to 

1100 nm). The results can pave the way for exploring various multilayer MD heterostructures 

for optoelectronic applications.  
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Chapter 7 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

7.1 Major contributions 

      The basic objective of the thesis is to study the electronic and optical properties of 

TM-doped 2D semiconductors and 2D heterostructures under the effect of biaxial strain using 

DFT calculations. Further, we fabricated and characterized 2D materials based on Mixed-

dimensional heterostructures for broadband photodetection applications. The present chapter 

has been devoted to summarizing and concluding the major observations presented in the 

various chapters of this thesis. We have also outlined some scope for future works related to 

the areas considered in the present thesis. 

Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction to the 2D materials family, various doping 

techniques such as substitutional doping, adsorption doping, and charge transfer doping, the 

formation of heterostructures, the role of external factors such as biaxial strain and external 

electric field on 2D materials, various synthesis and characterization methods, and 

fundamentals of photodetectors. The various performance parameters of photodetectors to 

characterize the overall performance of the devices are also briefly discussed. The 

fundamental concepts behind DFT calculations are discussed in detail in Chapter 1.  

Chapter 2 presents a detailed literature survey on substitutional doping of 2D 

materials, strain engineering of 2D materials, 2D heterostructures, and mixed-dimensional 

(MD) heterostructures-based photodetectors has been discussed. Based on the observations 

from the literature survey, the motivation and the scope of the thesis have been detailed and 

outlined at the end of Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 presents a systematic study on the electronic structure of 3d (Sc, Ti, V, 

Cr), 4d (Y, Zr, Nb, Ru, Rh, Pd, and Ag), and 5d (Hf, Ta, Re, Ir, Au) group of TM-doped 

WSe2 monolayer based on DFT calculations. Here, we studied the changes in electronic band 

structures, the density of states, Eform, and charge transfer due to dopants in the TM-doped 

WSe2 monolayer. It is observed that due to induced strain, the energy bandgap of the TM-
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doped WSe2 monolayer has decreased. By using Eform calculations, we analyzed the thermal 

stability of the TM-doped WSe2 monolayer.  The charge transfer from TM dopants to the 

WSe2 monolayer is calculated using the Bader charge analysis suggesting that the Pd, Ag, 

and Au-doped WSe2 show purely metallic characteristics, whereas the Cr-doped WSe2 retain 

its pristine semiconducting nature with reduced direct bandgap. The V, Nb, and Ta dopants 

are only potential p-type dopants, and Re is an n-type dopant for the WSe2 monolayer. The 

reduced direct bandgap of V, Nb, Ta, and Re doped WSe2 semiconductors is 1.23 eV, 1.43 

eV, 1.42 eV, and 1.01 eV. 

Chapter 4 reports the electronic and optical properties of Nb, Ta, and Re-doped 

WSe2 monolayer under the application of biaxial strain using DFT calculations. The rate of 

bandgap tunability has been determined for K-K and, Γ–K transition, corresponding to A and 

I peak in PL and absorption spectroscopy. A redshift was observed in the optical spectra of 

Nb, Ta, and Re-doped WSe2 monolayer with a significant broadening in the infrared region. 

By applying biaxial tensile strain, a further redshift and, in compressive strain, a blue-shift 

was observed in absorption spectra. Moreover, the effect of biaxial strain on the Eform of Re, 

Nb, Ta, and V-dopants in the WSe2 monolayer has been analyzed in detail. It is observed that 

the Eform shows parabolic and linear behaviour with biaxial strain; depending upon the net 

change in ΔV. The change ΔV is explained based on the atomic radius and induced electronic 

environment due to different dopant types. For Re and V, the calculated Eform is parabolic in 

nature and favors both tensile as well as compressive strain. However, due to the monotonic 

linear relation with the biaxial strain, Eform favors the tensile strain for Nb and Ta dopants.  

 We also systematically studied the strain-dependent doping behaviour and optical 

absorption of the g-AZO monolayer under the application of εxy by using hybrid DFT 

calculations. We observed that Eform increases linearly upto εxy = +5% of tensile strain, 

whereas after εxy > 5% an inverse parabolic relation with εxy is observed. Due to the lowest 

value of Eform at εxy = +10%, a higher doping concentration (>18%) of Al dopants is observed 

which further causes the improvement of optical visible absorption. Moreover, the g-AZO 

monolayer at εxy =+10% have the highest absorption in the Vis and NIR range. 

  

Chapter 5 presents the modulation of electronic band structure and optical properties 

of GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure under different strain and electric fields for optoelectronic 

applications. Four different heterostructure configurations of GaTe/MoTe2 are constructed the 

most stable GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure is determined based on minimum binding energy. 
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The optimized GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure has an indirect bandgap of 1.5 eV with type-I 

band alignment having excellent optical absorption in the visible region of the optical spectra.  

Our result suggests that band alignment type changes from type-I to type-II and indirect to 

direct by applying a particular range of biaxial strain and external electric field. It is observed 

that for εxy > +2% and Eext between +0.4 V/Å to +1 V/Å, and -0.6 V/Å to -1 V/Å, the band 

alignment changes from type-I to type-II, with the high optical visible absorption of order 105 

cm-1. Moreover, for the higher value of εxy and Eext-field, a semiconductor-to-metal transition 

is observed. All of these properties enable the GaTe/MoTe2 heterostructure as a promising 

multifunctional device in optoelectronics and photocatalytic reaction application. 

Chapter 6 presents n-WS2 Quantum Dots/p-Si (0D-3D) and p-WSe2 Nanosheets/n-WS2 

Quantum Dots/p-Si (2D-0D-3D) mixed-dimensional multilayer heterojunction-based high-

performance broadband photodetector. The WSe2 Nanosheets (NSs) and WS2 quantum dots 

(QDs) have been synthesized via the solvothermal and hydrothermal method and then 

characterized by HR-TEM, AFM, XRD, Raman Spectroscopy, UV-Vis Spectroscopy, and PL 

spectra. The I-V characteristics and all the parameters of photodetectors such as R, D*, EQE, 

and transient time (Rise time and Fall time) of the as-fabricated devices. The current-voltage 

(I-V) under dark and light illumination conditions and photoresponse characteristics of the 

(0D-3D) n-WS2 QDs/p-Si and (2D-0D-3D) p-WSe2 NSs/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si heterostructures 

investigated in details with Ag as top contact. It is observed that the device has high 

photoresponse characteristics in broadband photodetection range from UV to near-IR (300 to 

1100 nm). The as-fabricated Ag/p-WSe2 NSs/n-WS2 QDs/p-Si/Ti/Al (2D-0D-3D) mixed-

dimensional heterostructure has shown the highest R, D*and EQE of 214 A/W, 2.35×1013 

Jones and 82710% at 322 nm wavelength (6.97 μW/cm2) and -3 V reverse bias voltage with 

very low rise time and fall time of 24 ms and 21 ms, respectively. 
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7.2 Scope of Future Work 

      This study provided some preliminary investigations on electronic structures and optical 

properties of TM-doped 2D materials, 2D heterostructure, and mixed dimensional 

heterostructure-based broadband photodetector for optoelectronics applications. Some future 

works can be carried out to extend the scope of this study.  

 Transport properties of the TM doped 2D materials can be studied by using DFT 

calculations along with Non-equalibiuirm Green Function (NEGF) approach.  

 The NEGF approach further can be utilized in I-V characteristic of 2D heterostructure  

 Twist-angle dependent properties of 2D bilayer and heterostructure can be studied. 

 Mixed-dimensional heterostructures can be studied with 2D semiconductors 
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